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Abstract  

 

Background:  The challenges confronting a school district to meet state or 

federal standards and regulations can be daunting, and the failure to meet them can have 

serious consequences.  If a district fails to meet the standards over a sustained period of 

time the consequences may possibly lead up to and include the district being 

consolidated, annexed, and abolished. This has raised questions regarding how districts 

who have consistently failed to meet standards operate.  Studies on the consolidation and 

annexation of failing school districts are minimal to nonexistent. This study seeks to add 

to the lack of literature, and inform educational leaders on the process and lessons learned 

by the largest district in Texas’ annexation of a smaller contiguous district.  Purpose:  

The purpose of the study is to investigate, examine, and gain an understanding of the 

causes and conditions, particularly as they relate to the district’s social, cultural, and 

political context that led to the abolition of the North Forest Independent School District 

(NFISD).  The purpose of the study also includes developing a rubric for use by a district 

which might be in a similar situation as the North Forest Independent School District 

(NFISD) was at the time of its dissolution, thus providing guidance on what to avoid or 

correct.  Methods:  The study will follow a qualitative research design, utilizing a single-

case study methodology, with interview methods.  Six participants were selected who 

were stakeholders nearest the time of the NFISD abolition and subsequent annexation to 

HISD. This case study was guided by the following research questions: (a) What were the 

causes and conditions that precipitated the annexation of the North Forest Independent 

School District by the Houston Independent School District? (b) What actions did 

leaders, at all levels, take to prevent the annexation?  (c) What can other districts and 
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school leaders learn from the annexation of the North Forest Independent School 

District?  Results:  The study revealed eleven emergent themes.  I have distilled the 

emergent themes into three major themes:  a) Politics and Motives; b) Culture of 

Dysfunction; and c) Organizational Inefficiency.  Conclusions:  This study was designed 

to examine the causes and conditions that led to the abolition of the North Forest 

Independent School District and its annexation into the Houston Independent School 

District.  Interview by interview I began to realize that structurally it was a district as 

most other Texas public school districts.  At the same time, however, I began to realize 

that it is so much more than the district’s organizational structure, it is about a culture, a 

value system and practices that give focus to the work of the district.  While the physical 

and organizational structures are essential, it is from the attitudes, the intangibles that the 

superintendent, board, administrators, teachers, and all other personnel derive their ethic 

and way to function.   
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Chapter One  

Introduction 

“The decision to close a school district is a tough decision for all involved but we can no 

longer be tolerant of chronic underperformance” (William, 2007).  With this statement on 

February 7, 2013, Texas Education Agency (TEA) commissioner Michael L. Williams 

recommended the consolidation of the North Forest Independent School District (NFISD) with 

the Houston Independent School District (HISD).  The decision to abolish the NFISD was not a 

sudden decision, it punctuated the district’s history of underperformance. 

Ensuring students satisfactorily perform and meet performance standards according to 

state mandates is a seemingly insurmountable challenge faced by educational leaders.  The ever 

increasing state and federal regulations and standards promulgated to give direction towards 

increasing student achievement can appear daunting.  The discourse surrounding increasing 

student achievement while resources remain relatively constant. The traditional public school 

enterprise working to remain competitive with the growing number of charter and private 

schools who vie for the same students.  The public school student demographics that include 

increasing numbers of English language learners and socio-economic disparities.  Educational 

leaders are confronted with challenges from every direction and constituency (Hoyle, 2005; 

Wahlstrom, 2008). 

In a school district, these challenges are inherent to central administration systems; 

wherein, the functions of the school district such as academic, co-curricular, extra-curricular, 

ancillary, and support services at every level are orchestrated in service to all its schools and 

students.  District leadership, whether personnel or school board members, struggle to remain 

steadfast in efforts to increase student achievement.  However, schooling, while seemingly the 
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most important purpose of a school district, is equally influenced by its social, political, and 

cultural context (Wahlstrom, 2008).   

The educational and attendant bureaucratic functions of a school district when juxtaposed 

against its social, cultural, and political elements creates a unique saga for each school district.  

The long and detailed story of a district creates its unique character, which contributes to how the 

district effects teaching and learning.  A district’s saga reflects the legacy of the community it 

serves.  By its very nature, every school district may resonate with the essential educational 

functions established by local, state, and federal standards; however, the social, cultural, and 

political contexts provide nuances and subtleties that create a unique story, a unique identity for 

each district.  The life of a school district is thus influenced by educational, bureaucratic, social, 

cultural, and political domains that may coalesce to create a thriving district, or conspire to find a 

district whose life has run its course (Wahlstrom, 2008).  This case study will examine the story 

of one Texas school district whose life had presumably run its course, the North Forest 

Independent School District. 

Statement of the Problem 

With the rise of accountability, lawmakers and state educational leaders are seeking new 

ways to hold school boards and districts accountable for failing schools.  State and federal 

standards and regulations seem to be ever-increasing, with the inherent challenge to implement 

them.  The resources of school districts are being maximized to meet the requirements and 

standards, since additional resources from the state or federal governments are not always 

allocated to assist with implementation.  Districts are struggling to meet accountability 

requirements, and for those who fail to meet performance standards, the sanctions and 

consequences can threaten a district’s continuance.  The challenges confronting a district to meet 
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standards and regulations situates them in a precarious position, which can have serious 

consequences if the district does not meet the standards up to and including the district being 

consolidated, annexed, and abolished; this has raised questions regarding such school district 

actions.  Studies on the consolidation and annexation of failing school districts are nonexistent. 

This study seeks to add to the lack of literature, and inform educational leaders on the process 

and lessons learned by the largest district in Texas’ annexation of a smaller contiguous district. 

Using Cast Study to Answer the Research Questions 

 The study is comprised of a single case study.  I employed an instrumental case study 

design (Yin, 2013).  This design allowed me to view the particulars of the case as secondary to 

our conceptual understanding of a specific and external interest (Stake, 2005).  I constructed 

written-case narratives for each study participant, which informed my cross-case comparison of 

similarities and differences (Eisenhardt, 1989).  “Compared to other methods the strength of the 

case study method is its ability to examine, in-depth a ‘case’ within its ‘real-life’ context” (Yin, 

2004, p.2).  Since I was asking participants to describe and explain the story surrounding the 

annexation of NFISD into HISD, the case study method allowed me to gather and interpret the 

data collected.  The study was concerned with the who, what, why, and how of NFISD’s closure, 

rather than only student performance data; thus, the case study method is well-suited for such a 

qualitative study. 

Purpose of the Study 

 The purpose of the study was to investigate, examine, and gain an understanding of the 

causes and conditions, particularly as they relate to the district’s social, cultural, and political 

context that led to the abolition of the North Forest Independent School District (NFISD).  The 

purpose of the study also included developing a rubric for use by a district which might be in a 
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similar situation as the North Forest Independent School District (NFISD) at the time of its 

dissolution. 

Research Questions 

This case study was guided by the following research questions:  

 

a) What were the causes and conditions that precipitated the annexation of the North 

Forest Independent School District by the Houston Independent School District?  

b) What actions did leaders, at all levels, take to prevent the annexation?   

c) What can other districts and school leaders learn from the annexation of the North 

Forest Independent School District? 

Procedures 

 In-depth interviews with six individuals who were stakeholders at the time of the North 

Forest Independent School District dissolution was conducted.  Each interview was 60-90 

minutes in length.  The interviews were voice-recorded and selected portions of each interview 

were transcribed.  Artifacts related to NFISD for the time preceding its dissolution were 

collected and reviewed.  Data analysis yielded emergent themes, which formed the basis of the 

study’s conclusions and implications. 

Significance of the Study 

 Prior to Texas’ 74th legislative session (1995), there was no law that governed if, when, 

or how a school district would be consolidated, annexed, or abolished due to Texas Education 

Agency school district academic performance standards. The promulgation of Texas Education 

Code, Section 13.054, Academically Unacceptable School Districts, defines conditions under 

which a school district may be consolidated, annexed, or abolished.  This weight of the law and 

its incumbent consequences led to the abolition of the North Forest Independent School District 
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and its subsequent annexation into the Houston Independent School District.  The action taken 

by Texas’ Commissioner of Education to affect the district’s abolition can be construed to have 

set a precedent for the consequences other districts who exhibit the same degree of failure to 

meet academic performance standards, and who are rated as academically unacceptable will 

experience.  This study is significant, since there is no other study that has examined and sought 

to understand the causes and conditions particularly as they relate to the district’s social, cultural, 

and political context that led to the abolition of the North Forest Independent School District 

(NFISD).  The precipitating factors may serve other school districts in a similar situation to 

review their own saga, heed the lessons gleaned through the NFISD experience, and potentially 

avoid a similar outcome.  

Limitations 

 There are a few factors that bound this study.  The study had only include six 

participants.  There has been a lapse of four years since NFISD was annexed into HISD, and 

participants’ responses were presumed to accurately reflect the NFISD saga at the time of its 

dissolution.  The case study is confined to one school district, NFISD.   

Organization of the Study 

 The study was comprised of five chapters.  Chapter one provides an introduction of the 

study’s background, purpose, and design.  Chapter two provides a review of extant literature 

related to educational leadership, governance, context, history of school district consolidations, 

and the history of the NFISD.  Chapter three addresses the research design and methodology of 

the study.  Chapter four provides the data analysis results and identified themes.  Chapter five 

addresses the conclusions and implications of the study. 
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Definition of Terms 

 Annexation --  territory may be detached from a school district and annexed to another 

school district that is contiguous to the detached territory (TEC 13.051). 

 Context -- the parts of the environment (physical, environment, historical, etc.) that 

surround something such as a word, passage, or work of art and can throw light on its meaning. 

 Leadership -- the assumption that a process whereby intentional influence is exerted by 

one person over other people to guide, structure, and facilitate activities and relationships (Yukl, 

2006, p. 3). 

 Performance Standards -- levels of test performance to the expectations defined in the 

state-mandated curriculum standards known as the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills 

(TEKS)  (TEA website). 

 Texas Education Code -- includes all laws and rules passed by the state legislature. It 

applies to most educational institutions that are supported in whole or part by state tax funds 

(TEA website)



 

 

Chapter Two   

Literature Review 

 The concern about student performance is ever increasing, while at the same time the 

appreciation for the complexities of bringing about improvement are similarly mounting.  Due to 

federal and state performance standards, school districts are faced with creating and 

implementing systems to ensure student success.  The work of the district’s board of trustees and 

its administrators may be driven by the challenge to operate a school district that values student 

success as its raison d’etre; however, the particulars of a district’s community setting, 

demographics, and environment contextualize how a district operates.  A district’s context 

provides the subtleties and nuances; wherein, its leaders must decide how to best effectuate 

positive student performance.  

 This chapter explores educational leadership through extant literature to discover what 

scholars and practitioners have written about school district leadership.  The literature review 

surveys the landscape pertinent to school district leadership with a particular focus on factors that 

may have contributed to the dissolution or annexation of a school district.  This chapter was 

divided into six sections: (a) educational leadership; (b) school district governance; (c) school 

district context; (d) history of school district annexation and consolidation; (e) the NFISD story; 

and (f) conceptual framework. 

Literature Search Strategy  

 I conducted a series of searches using electronic databases to gather relevant literature.  

A variety of scholarly publications were used to complete this literature review.  The University 

of Houston library search engine was the primary source to access peer-reviewed journals such 

as Education Administration Quarterly, Education Management & Leadership, Educational 
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Research, Urban Education, and Education Leadership.  In addition, advanced search options 

were adjusted in order to ensure that results included only peer-reviewed journal articles and 

studies.  Aside from journal articles, books, research reports, and dissertations were also 

considered if their findings were applicable to the scope of this research study.  

As for the actual search proper, the following keywords were used to search for current 

literature: “school district annexation,” “school district consolidation,” “school district context,” 

“school board-superintendent relations,” and “Educational Leadership.” Aside from these 

keywords, combinations of these keywords and their synonyms were also considered in order to 

expand the search.  

Educational Leadership 

Educational leadership, as in all leadership, is a complex and multifaceted phenomenon 

that requires school and district leaders to exemplify equally complex leadership skills and 

behaviors that enthuse and engage followers, intellectually stimulate learning, and construct 

relationships (Fullan, 2007; Yukl, 2006).  Leadership, and the study of it, has origins in the 

beginning of civilization.  Egyptian rulers, Greek heroes, and biblical patriarchs all have one 

thing in common–leadership.  According to Bennis and Nanus (1985), leadership is said to be the 

most studied, least understood topic of the social sciences.  The analysis of leadership has 

intrigued researchers throughout the years.  Bass (1995) wrote that leadership was a 

phenomenon, holding the fascination of civilizations throughout history (p. 45).  Gardner (1990) 

believes that leadership can be defined in general terms as the process of persuasion or example 

by which an individual induces a group to pursue objectives held by the leader or shared by the 

leader and his followers.  Leadership reflects the “assumption that it involves a process whereby 

intentional influence is exerted by one person over other people to guide, structure, and facilitate 
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activities and relationships” (Yukl, 2006, p. 3).  The Center for Applied Research and 

Educational Improvement (CAREI) reported, 

Different forms of leadership are described in the literature using adjectives such as 

“instructional,” “participative,” “democratic,” “transformational,” “moral,” “strategic” 

and the like. But these labels primarily capture different stylistic or methodological 

approaches to accomplishing the same two essential objectives critical to any 

organization’s effectiveness: helping the organization set a defensible set of directions 

and influencing members to move in those directions. Leadership is both this simple and 

this complex.  (CAREI, p. 4) 

In educational leadership, specifically, an often-cited study (2006) was sponsored by 

Mid-continent Research for Education and Learning (McREL).  The purpose of the study was to 

determine the influence of district leadership on student achievement, and the characteristics of 

effective superintendents.  The primary researchers in this study, Waters and Marzano, 

conducted a meta-analysis of previous research, which they claim was the largest ever 

quantitative examination of such research, regarding the influence of school district leaders on 

student performance.  They identified three major findings: (a) district leadership matters, (b) 

effective superintendents focus their efforts on creating goal-oriented districts, and (c) 

superintendent tenure is positively correlated with student achievement (p. 3).   When discussing 

what are those things on which effective superintendents focus their efforts to create goal-

oriented districts, the researchers identified the following: 

Collaborative goal-setting, non-negotiable goals for achievement and instruction, board 

alignment and support of district goals, monitoring goals for achievement and instruction 

and use of resources to support achievement and instruction goals.  (p. 5) 
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The study’s findings indicated that when district leaders effectively address specific responsibilities, 

they can have a profound, positive impact on student achievement in their districts. 

Highly effective educational leaders grow their districts and schools as thriving organizations that 

support and sustain the performance of administrators and teachers, as well as students. Specific 

practices typically associated with this set of basics include strengthening district and school cultures, 

modifying organizational structures and building collaborative processes (Waters & Marzano, 2006). 

Such practices assume that the purpose behind the redesign of organizational cultures and structures 

is to facilitate the work of organizational members and that the malleability of structures should 

match the changing nature of the school’s improvement agenda. 

 While the McREL study highlights the influence of the superintendent on student 

achievement, this does not come without numerous other challenges to the superintendent.  In the 

Center on Reinventing Public Education (CRPE) report, An impossible job? (2003), it states, 

School superintendents direct highly complex bureaucracies and deal with teachers, 

unions, students, parents, community organizations, the business community, governing 

boards, and politicians. Although to the outsider they appear to be in charge, insiders 

understand that they are pressured by many different interests and rarely control their 

own agendas.  (p. 11)  

“School superintendents have always faced controversy because of the educational and political 

balance of the job” (Hoyle, 2005).  The balancing act that superintendents must master in order 

to be successful continues to be challenging as performance-based standards are further defined, 

the functions of a school district become more complex, and constituencies’ expectations 

increase.  There is seemingly more to be done, without additional resources, and more interest 

groups asking for their fair share. A superintendent must address social, academic, cultural, and 

political concerns that are not necessarily related to the daily management of the district, but to 
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engaging various stakeholders to share the vision and instill confidence in the system.  In this 

day and age, a superintendent is essentially a CEO.  The role of a superintendent has moved from 

that of an administrative manager to a leader—one who influences others to share a vision and 

share in the organization’s success (Hoyle, 2005; Mertkin 2014).  Recent research entitled, An 

Exploratory Study of Central Office Best Practices in Washington’s Top 5% Performing School 

Districts (Ansingh, 2012) relates to the topic of best practices for effective superintendents in 

high-performing districts and discovered the following four common leadership themes:  

1. Builds capacity through instructional leadership 

2. Builds coherence through systems thinking 

3. Demonstrates transparency of interactions 

4. Provides for ongoing, contextual professional development. (Ansingh, 2012)   

 The superintendent’s challenge to engage others to share a vision is nowhere more clearly 

seen than in superintendent-school board relations.  When it comes to deciding upon policies 

and practices there is arguably no other group that has greater influence than the district’s board 

of trustees.  A district’s board possesses the power to determine policy and set the direction for 

what is to be considered a priority, and how a priority is to be manifested.  The challenge 

presents itself; wherein, the superintendent’s work is to create a unified voice with the board 

whose first priority is ensuring the most effective environment for teaching and learning to 

occur.  This is a tall order.  The Center for Reinventing Public Education (CRPE) surveyed 100 

superintendents of the nation’s largest urban and ex-urban districts, and interviewed 40 large-

district superintendents.  The results of the study were published in its 2003 report, An 

Impossible Job?, which included,   

One central challenge is board micromanagement, that is to say, straying from 
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policy oversight and budget development into the nuts and bolts of day-to-day 

administration. A clear majority of surveyed superintendents (61%) agreed that 

board micro-management is a “moderate” or “major” problem. Fifty-four percent 

described lack of board focus as an impediment to district effectiveness. Although 

some interviewed superintendents spoke positively about their own school boards, 

the interviews conveyed a sense that boards in general are the problem, not the 

solution…Part of the concern centers on the perception commonly expressed 

during the interviews that instead of protecting the school district from political 

pressures, boards have become a main conduit for such pressures.  (p. 19)  

The CRPE study concluded the consensus of urban school district superintendents is “many of 

the conditions of the superintendency set them up for failure” (p. 1).  Developing and 

implementing practices by which school boards will deemed effective requires enhancing 

particular characteristics. 

Effective School Boards 

 In the State of Texas, Title 2, Subtitle C, Chapter 11 of the Texas Education Code 

addresses the state’s school districts.  Two subchapters of Chapter 11 are particular to school 

district Board of Trustees: Subchapter C. Board of Trustees of Independent School District—

General Provisions; and Subchapter D. Powers and Duties of Board of Trustees of Independent 

School District.  Subchapter C, begins with section 11.051(a) and states, 

An independent school district is governed by a board of trustees who, as a body corporate, 

shall: 

(1) Oversee the management of the district; and 

(2) Ensure that the superintendent implements and monitors plans, procedures, programs, 
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and systems to achieve appropriate, clearly defined and desired results in the major 

areas of district operations.  (Texas Education Code, Title 2, Sec. 11.051) 

Subchapter C establishes the governance of a school district by empowering a board of trustees’ 

essential purpose.  It emphasizes the nature of a board as corporate, where its decisions and 

impact are not based on individuals’ priorities, but the consensus of the board; subsequently, it 

delineates provisions for such things as decisions, which may only be made by majority vote, the 

number of required board members, the notion of single-member trustee districts, electing 

trustees, and their term of office.  Subchapter C establishes the statutory requirements for the 

establishment of a board of trustees, but does not mention as it purpose the education of students. 

 It is in Subchapter D that academic performance is named, and identifies the indicators 

that substantiate performance goals.  Subchapter D of the Texas Education Code, Title 2, is 

concerned with the powers and duties of board of trustees.  Section 11.1511 SPECIFIC 

POWERS AND DUTIES OF BOARD, states, 

(a) In addition to powers and duties under Section 11.151 or other law, the board of 

trustees of an independent school district has the powers and duties provided by 

Subsection (b). 

(b) The board shall: 

(1) Seek to establish working relationships with other public entities to make 

effective use of community resources and to serve the needs of public 

school students in the community; 

(2) Adopt a vision statement and comprehensive goals for the district and the 

superintendent and monitor progress toward those goals; 

(3) Establish performance goals for the district concerning: 
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A.  The academic and fiscal performance indicators under 

Subchapters C, D, and J, Chapter 39; and 

B. any performance indicators adopted by the district. 

Section 11.1511 places onus on the superintendent as being accountable for achieving 

performance results, recognizes performance accomplishments, and takes the necessary action to 

meet performance goals.  Section 11.1511 also delineates statutes related to fiscal responsibility 

such as adopting an annual budget and monitoring district finances to ensure the superintendent 

is properly maintaining the district’s procedures and records.   

 Another section of Chapter D, Section 11.1512 (b), states, “The board of trustees and the 

superintendent shall (emphasis added) work together to: (1) advocate for the high achievement 

of all district students” and this is the single location where such advocacy is statutory.  The 

advocacy for high achievement and fiscal responsibility are two prominent themes throughout 

Chapter C and D of Title 2 of the Texas Education Code as they relate to school district boards 

of trustees.  These statutes provide the legal framework for the work of a board of trustees, and 

as each section is introduced, the term “shall” is utilized, which connotes a command or 

exhortation, not terms such as “may” of “it is suggested,” which connote choice.  This usage is 

integral to a board of trustees’ orientation and focus, and its work to be characterized as an 

effective board. 

 While the statutes provide a legal framework, this is complemented by professional 

organizations and research that provides specific attributes and behaviors that define an effective 

board.  Dervarics and O’Brien (2016), for example, in their work, Characteristics of Effective 

School Boards, utilize the eight characteristics of the National School Boards Association’s 

Center for Public Education to demonstrate how, “boards in high-achieving districts exhibit 
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habits and characteristics that are markedly different from boards in low-achieving districts” (p. 

39).  Fundamental to these characteristics is a vision of high expectations for student 

achievement; whereby, school boards are “accountability driven, spending less time on 

operational issues and more focused on policies to improve student achievement” (p. 40).   In 

contrast to the characteristics of effective boards, in a special report published by the Education 

Writers Association (2003) it reads, “in the low achieving districts, board members and 

superintendents were more likely to simply accept shortcoming in the students or in the district.  

Their emphasis was on managing the district rather than changing or improving it” (p. 8).  The 

report goes on to suggest clues as to other behaviors that indicate an ineffective board, 

Members who ran on a platform reflecting narrow interests or special interest groups; 

boards that are out of touch with the electorate; and boards that lack experienced leaders 

from other sectors in the community such as business and civic groups and who do not 

understand the process of consensus building.  (p. 10)   

 Dervarics and O’Brien (2016) offer what they call “a dozen danger signs’ to contrast the 

characteristics of effective boards.  These signs are attributes of ineffective boards, where such 

boards tend to: 

• Be only vaguely aware of school improvement initiatives, and seldom able to 

describe actions being taken to improve student learning. 

• Be focused on external pressures as the man reasons for lack of student success, such 

as poverty, lack of parental support, societal factors, or lack of motivation. 

• Micro-manage day-to-day operations. 

• Disregard the agenda process and the chain of command. 
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• Be left out of the information flow, with little communication between board and 

superintendent. 

• Be quick to describe a lack of parent interest in education or barriers to community 

outreach. 

• Look at data from a “blaming” perspective, describing teachers, students, and families 

as major causes for low performance. 

• Have little understanding or coordination on staff development for teachers. 

• Be slow to define a vision. 

• Not hire a superintendent who agrees with their vision. 

• Undertake little professional development together as a board.  (p. 41) 

The danger signs resonate with literature that includes similar concerns and the impact of 

ineffective boards on student achievement.  Ineffective boards demonstrate an inconsistent 

understanding and definition of accountability, which is reflected in how they value student 

achievement; without a shared understanding of accountability and its implications, student 

achievement does not assume a primary focus of the board.  The lack of understanding of 

accountability is impacted by a lack of possessing a shared vision, which serves to drive the 

work of the board and thereafter, the district.  (Dervarics & O’Brien, 2016; Education Writers 

Association, 2003; Ford & Ihrke, 2016; Hoyle, 2005; Mountford, 2004). 

 The Texas Education Code (Subchapter C), as previously cited, provides for the election 

of members to a school district’s board of trustees.  It includes for such factors as details in order 

for an interested party to get on the ballot, length of terms of service, minimum age requirements 

of board members, and number of members of a board.  The Subchapter provides structural 

guidance for maintaining a board of trustees.  What is not included in the statutes are any 
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provisions for a potential members’ motives for being a member of the board.  Motives for 

serving on a board can impact the functioning of the board and the work to meet federal 

mandates.  Mountford (2004), discussed the implications of power and motives on the work of 

the board and the board-superintendent relationship, with emphasis on accountability. 

In the shadow of the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, superintendents feel more and 

more pressure and have less ability or time to attend to the personal agendas of board 

members. In addition, the decisions school board members are involved in must be 

inclusive of all students, now more than ever, rather than a select or elite few. Therefore, 

finding that almost half of the board members in this study were largely motivated for 

personal reasons may have negative implications for board colleagues and 

superintendents working to meet new federal mandates.  (p. 735) 

In the study, Mountford (2004) discovered that nearly one-half of board members have their own 

agendas upon election to the board, and the challenge this imposes to develop a shared vision for 

the district.  Roberts and Sampson (2011) discovered six categories of motives for board 

members, why individuals wanted to become a board member.  Reasons varied but they 

essentially fell into these six categories: “improve the quality of education; serve the community; 

our children or grandchildren are in the district; control taxes, costs, and spending; dissatisfied 

with the present board; and have expertise and experience to share” (p. 710). 

 The disparate reasons for choosing to run for the board of trustees, strengthens the notion 

that professional development of the board is essential to establish a shared vision, 

understanding, and structure for the work of the board, focused on student achievement.  Board 

members “need to take required professional development in all areas of public schooling so that 

quality decisions can be made for children’s education” (Roberts and Sampson, 2011, p. 701).  In 
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the current age of accountability, where there is no minimum education requirement to become a 

board member, professional development is necessary to educate board members to the 

educational enterprise; whereby, they are best informed to make well-informed decisions that 

place student’s as the focus of the work of the district. 

Effective School Districts 

 With the dawn of accountability standards as the result of legislation such as No Child 

Left Behind (2004), school districts have necessarily reviewed how they operate.  Districts are 

under great pressure to meet performance standards in a different way from earlier days.  

Districts were not assessed or rated overall, since accreditations and accountability was 

determined campus-by-campus.  There was no risk to the district as an organizational entity.  

Where, previously, superintendents could direct their efforts to managerial tasks and leave 

instructional leadership to campus principals, the new generation of accountability gave pause to 

superintendents and other district leaders to reconsider new ways to conform and be effective.  

Districts were now compelled to consider how campuses, individually and collectively, were 

performing.  A gestalt configuration would be the order of the day with the goal that every 

campus would meet performance standards, which would imply the district would likewise meet 

standards (Leithwood, 2010; Leithwood & Azah, 2017; Leithwood & McCullough, 2016).  In 

order to achieve this, district’s would necessarily develop policies and practices to achieve this 

objective; policies and practices that might be considered effective or best practices.  Before 

NCLB and the accountability culture was born, research had been conducted to identify 

characteristics of effective school districts.  One such study of 12 instructionally effective school 

districts conducted by Murphy and Hallinger (1988) identified seventeen characteristics of 

instructionally effective districts, each discussed under four categories: (a) conditions, (b) 
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climate factors, (c) characteristics of curriculum and instruction, and (d) organizational dynamics 

(p. 175).  The study was early to consider the specifics of a school district; the specific practices 

of a district that were considered to be effective.   Previously, studies had considered the 

organization structure, the notion of loosely coupled organizational structures; wherein, 

organizations are divided into departments, and how policy and guidelines drive the interaction 

among and between the departments.  The contrast is studying the actual behaviors, the culture, 

of an organization, and not simply how departments interact or support the organization’s 

function.  By studying the culture of a district, the practices and beliefs unique to it, the 

researchers were able to identify the particular characteristics that set the district apart from other 

districts.  This notion of studying cultural linkages within a district would be replicated in 

numerous studies that were conducted once the accountability era began. 

 One of the three characteristics listed under the Conditions heading is Board Support.  

Murphy and Hallinger state, 

In all of the districts, the Board of Education could be characterized as falling somewhere 

on a continuum between noninterference and supportiveness.  There was little evidence 

of the lack of consensus and support between the superintendent and the Board that 

characterizes some districts…[this] should not be confused with acquiescence…surprised 

by the strong role played by the Board in these districts.  (p. 176) 

The board in these districts were found to be active in policy setting and monitoring but not 

active in seeking to manage the districts.  The authors repeatedly discussed these districts’ 

attention to curriculum and instruction, the consistency of technical core factors, the strong 

instructional leadership role of the superintendents, and the high degree of coordination between 

all levels of the district from board, to central office, to campuses, to classrooms (p. 180). 
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 In another study conducted by Leithwood (2010), 31 previous empirical studies, from an 

initial field of 900+, regarding effective school districts and identified ten characteristics of 

school districts who have been especially effective in raising student achievement.  The ten 

characteristics are: 

1. District wide focus on student achievement 

2. Approaches to curriculum and instruction 

3. Use of evidence for planning, organization learning, and accountability 

4. District wide sense of efficacy 

5. Building and maintaining good communications and relations, learning 

communities, district culture 

6. Investing in instructional leadership 

7. Targeted and phased orientation to school improvement (targeting interventions 

on low performing schools/students0 

8. District wide job-embedded professional development for leaders and teachers 

9. Strategic engagement with the government’s agenda for change and associated 

resources 

10. Infrastructure alignment. (p. 249) 

There was a lapse of 22 years between the Leithwood (2010) and Murphy and Hallinger (1988) 

study, yet they resonate with one another.  Most important item of resonance is mutuality of 

stakeholders in placing instruction and strong instructional leadership as a priority for the district.  

The prioritization of instruction implies the board shares this belief and is committed to 

developing and implementing policies to fulfill the district’s mission.  Leithwood (2010) stated, 

it was vital to maintain “a productive working relationship, one based on relatively high levels of 
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trust, between the superintendent and the school board” (p. 251).  “Collaboration and trust did 

not simply happen in the districts; rather, they were the result of deliberate and involved 

processes.  Led by their boards and superintendents, the most collaborative districts in the study 

worked on working together” (p. 261). 

 Leithwood and McCullough (2016), in yet another iteration on the theme, identified nine 

characteristics of effective districts and the leadership practices that achieve them.  The nine 

characteristics are: 

• broadly shared mission, vision and goals 

• a coherent instructional guidance system  

• job-embedded professional development provided for all members  

• use of evidence to inform decision making  

• learning-oriented improvement processes  

• a comprehensive approach to leadership development  

• a policy-oriented board of trustees  

• alignment of policies and procedures with district mission, vision  

and goals  

• productive relationships (internal system and school, parents,  

community groups, ministry).  (p. 2) 

 The nine characteristics listed above once again resonate with those previously discussed, 

as well as those discussed in Leithwood and Azah (2017).  In each of these studies there is 

prioritization of instruction and recognition of the board’s role to be policy-oriented.  Throughout 

the review of all pertinent literature, it was discovered that effective districts are marked by a 

board that does not micromanage the managerial or bureaucratic functions of the district, but 
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develops pertinent policies and shares in disseminating the mission and goals of the district.  

While a board of trustees is certainly influential in effective districts, where do effective 

principals fit in?  

Effective Principals 

 The principal’s role has changed dramatically in the age of accountability.  Much like a 

superintendent, principals were historically concerned with the administrative and managerial 

functions of operating a campus.  Where principals were once concerned with busses, butts, and 

books they are now additionally concerned with being instructional leaders.  In essence, the 

business of school has become focused on its inherent purpose—student achievement.  While 

instructional leadership has surfaced as a significant function of a principal, this does not 

necessarily imply that the administrative and managerial functions have been lessened; they 

remain important to the operation of a school.  The changing face of the principalship thus 

evokes the interest and challenge to identify characteristics of effective principals (Herriot, 2012; 

Roder, 2004; Schulte, Slate, & Onwuegbuzie, 2010; Stronge, Richard, & Catano, 2008).   

 Stronge, Richard, and Catano’s (2008) work, Qualities of effective principals, which is 

primarily based on prior research, identified eight qualities of effective principals.   

Quality 1: Instructional Leadership 

Quality 2: School Climate 

Quality 3: Human Resources Administration 

Quality 4: Teacher Evaluation 

Quality 5: Organizational Management 

Quality 6: Communication and Community Relations 

Quality 7: Professionalism 
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Quality 8: The Principal’s Role in Student Achievement.  (p. xiii) 

The eight qualities cover the landscape of the principalship as it continues to develop, since the 

inception of the age of accountability.  No Child Left Behind (NCLB), with its implicit direction 

based on high-stakes testing catapulted the principalship’s instructional leadership role from 

minimal to pivotal.  Instructional leadership includes articulating a vision for the school where 

learning is the most important function.  It compels principals to use data to make instructional 

decisions, monitoring curriculum and instruction, define measurable student outcomes, and 

encourage learning communities among instructional staff (Stronge, Richard, & Catano, 2008).    

 Each school, as a community, same as a family, has its own personality.  It has a belief 

system and manner by which tasks are accomplished.  The school personality, its belief system, 

is the essence of school climate.  The school climate defines the social and working relationships 

of staff and administration (Stronge, Richard, & Catano, 2008).  Quality 2, school climate, as 

well as Quality 7, professionalism, and Quality 8, the principal’s role in student achievement 

(Stronge, Richard, & Catano, 2008), add a subtle reminder in understanding the qualities of 

effective school leaders.  The age of accountability, while bringing instructional leadership to the 

forefront as the primary quality, does not necessarily imply that other qualities lose their 

importance.  To the contrary, the mark of an effective principal is colored by the manner in 

which the principal can keep instruction front and center, but necessarily supported by the work 

inherent to the other seven qualities.  This notion of the changing landscape of the principalship 

is nowhere more evident than in the Professional Standards for Educational Leaders (PSEL), 

released in October 2015.   

The PSEL standards were developed to replace the Interstate Leaders Licensure 

Consortium (ISLLC) standards (2008).  “The PSEL were designed to respond to the new 
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context of public education as well as to recent research studying the influence and 

impact of school principals on teaching and learning” (Council of Chief State School 

Officers [CCSSO], 2016, p. 1).  The PSEL standards reflect the ongoing work of the 

CCSSO and associated groups to re-conceptualize the ways school leaders are attracted, 

prepared, developed, and retained.   

The Council of Chief State School Officers published the first standards for educational 

leaders in 1996, followed by a modest update in 2008 based on the empirical research at 

the time. Both versions provided frameworks for policy on education leadership in 45 

states and the District of Columbia.  But the world in which schools operate today is very 

different from the one of just a few years ago—and all signs point to more change ahead. 

The global economy is transforming jobs and the 21st century workplace for which 

schools prepare students.  Technologies are advancing faster than ever. The conditions 

and characteristics of children, in terms of demographics, family structures and more, are 

changing.  On the education front, the politics and shifts of control make the headlines 

daily.  Cuts in school funding loom everywhere, even as schools are being subjected to 

increasingly competitive market pressures and held to higher levels of accountability for 

student achievement (National Policy Board for Educational Administration [NPBEA].  

(2015, p.1)  

The ISLLC standards were six in number, and the PSEL standards are ten.  They are research- 

and practice-based; reflecting the relationship between leadership and student learning.  The 

standards imply a holistic view of leadership as necessary to promote the learning, achievement, 

development, and well-being of each student.  They acknowledge that the various qualities, 

characteristics, domains, and values of leadership are interdependent and work together toward 
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student success.  The PSEL standards are: 

1. Mission, Vision, and Core Values   

2. Ethics and Professional Norms   

3. Equity and Cultural Responsiveness   

4. Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment   

5. Community of Care and Support for Students   

6. Professional Capacity of School Personnel   

7. Professional Community for Teachers and Staff   

8. Meaningful Engagement of Families and Community   

9. Operations and Management   

10. School Improvement.  (NPBEA, p. 3) 

Each standard features a title and statement that succinctly defines the work within that realm.  

The statement attached to each standard includes a common ending phrase, “to promote each 

student’s academic success and well-being” where the word each is italicized.  This small detail 

highlights to intention of the standards to be applicable to every student as implied by 

accountability standards.   

 A different perspective of characteristics of effective principals is offered by Manders 

(2008), who studied teachers’ perceptions of characteristics of effective principals.  The study 

queried 137 participants, teachers.  The results suggest five characteristics of effective principals.  

Supportive, listens and communicates 

Personal qualities 

Leadership 

Feedback and visibility 
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Culture and community.  (p. 88) 

None of the five characteristics names instruction, instructional leadership, curriculum, or 

teaching and learning.  Manders (2008) noted, “Teachers expressed much less interest in what 

are normally considered the key issues of contemporary education: accountability, including high 

stakes testing, and large-scale school restructuring” (p. 101).  Teachers were more concerned 

with being supported by their principal, both in helping mentor teachers and “backing them up” 

in difficult situations with parents and students.  They expressed that effective principals show 

concern for members of the school community, and build a positive school culture.  Similar 

findings were discovered by Wilkey (2013). 

 WIlkey (2013) conducted a study of two principals of high-performing high schools.  The 

study sought to identify characteristics of effective high school principals.  The study concluded 

the characteristics that were identified were grouped under two larger themes, which were the 

leadership attributes found in the development of a successful school culture and the activities 

which lead to the development of an effective instructional leader (p. 134).   

Principals who create a school culture where a positive, welcoming, solution-oriented and 

no-blame atmosphere exists; where students, teachers, and principal collaborate, where 

stakeholders are made to feel safe; are supported, connected, nurtured, and respected will 

have the most potential positive impact on student success.  (p. 163)  

The characteristics, qualities, practices, or behaviors of effective principals may not necessarily 

be quantifiable; however, their qualitative nature has been documented by various studies to 

impact the context of their leadership, and subsequently lead to high-performing student 

outcomes.  The accumulated characteristics of effective school districts and principals may 

resonate one with the other; however, how these characteristics are effected and affected by a 
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district’s context is worthy of consideration (Leithwood & Azah, 2017). 

Context 

 Each school district, by its location, the demographics of those it serves, the history of the 

community, the beliefs and values of stakeholders, and the inherent power structure possess a 

unique story, a saga, as a district, its zeitgeist.  The saga is given meaning by the context, which 

illuminates the environment, the world that the district inhabits.  Context makes meaning for a 

district and helps define the community’s identity (Matsko & Hammermas, 2014; Nelson & 

Guerra, 2014; Turner, 2015).  Matsko and Hammermas (2014) offer a conceptual framework to 

depict the multiple voices that interplay with one another to create a local and district context 

(see Figure 1).  It illustrates the multidimensional aspects of a district’s context which 

encompasses the racial, economic, and cultural particularities of a district, as well as localized 

knowledge about routines, procedures, and curriculum.  It also sheds light on the ways in which 

programs attend to other features of the context, which include the larger federal and state policy 

context in which a district and school operate. Matsko and Hammerness’ “analysis suggests that 

these layers of context were nested, overlapping, and often interrelated in programs’ day-to-day 

work” (p. 132).  
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Figure 1. Matsko & Hammerness Context Framework 

 The outermost layer acknowledges the prominence of federal and state policies in the 

operation of a district, regardless of its public or private nature.  The second layer specifically 

acknowledges the public education domain.  Matsko and Hammerness (2014) were concerned 

with urban public education, and the challenges challenges of achieving equitable education 

when low expectations for students of color pervade in urban settings.  It includes the 

arena wherein discussions about practices associated with intensive standardized testing 

and how such testing may threaten teaching for equity (p. 134).    

 The “local geographical context” layer moves this discussion into features of the 

setting of the district. It captures the history, demographics, and cultural and physical 

landscape of a district’s ethnic neighborhoods and as a whole. This aspect of context 

encourages a district’s commitment, understanding, and ability to serve settings with 

diverse student populations.  The “local socio-cultural context” layer refers to 

opportunities to learn about the many ways that culture has an impact on learning.  This 

layer suggests that argue that district leadership and campus personnel must understand 

and respect cultural differences among all those in the classroom—not only teacher to 
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student but also student to student—to be effective (Matsko & Hammerness, 2014, p. 

135).   

 The “district context” layer refers to the policies, regulations, and mandates that 

public school teachers must adhere to, in a particular district system. This layer also 

includes the history of the district—an especially relevant category of context in this era 

of rapid policy change and school reform.  At the core of the framework is the 

“classroom and student context.”  This aspect of context refers to all the opportunities 

campus personnel, especially teachers, have to develop the capacity to learn about the 

strengths, needs, resources, culture, and educational background of each student they will 

teach—underscoring the program’s value on treating each pupil as a unique learner. This 

category of context draws on the work of scholars who have looked closely at classroom 

interactions and dynamics and the nature of teaching in diverse settings (Matsko & 

Hammerness, 2014, p. 135). 

Context, as previously suggested, may be reflected in the district’s structure, such as 

having specialized services available for members of the school community, which another 

school may not need.  For example, a school that serves a primarily immigrant population whose 

first language is not English would most probably have a well-defined English language learner 

(ELL) program in place to address that specialized need in their community.  A school that, 

conversely, serves an English speaking community may not require an ELL program (Khalifa, 

2015; Scott & Quinn, 2014; Turner, 2015).  Context, and its place in defining a community’s 

identity, also affects the non-tangible such as social, cultural, and political domains.  While these 

domains may be manifested in practices and behaviors within the district, they function as a 
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metaphysical experience.  Suburban sprawl due to population growth and gentrification affect 

the changing demographics of a district.  Urban areas that were once White middle class 

enclaves have changed, as that population moves to the suburbs, and is replaced by a low-

income, diverse population.  Demographic changes present new challenges to urban schools 

districts such as inadequate resources; limited teacher influence in school wide and 

classroom decision making; teacher turnover; and the disproportionate number of 

students labeled with special needs (Matsko & Hammerness, 2014, p. 136).  Shifting 

demographics have a great influence on racial and economic patterns, as well as political 

agendas, that affect a school district, including the opening and closing of schools.   

 The social, cultural, and political contexts of a district are expressed in different ways.  

People are social beings.  They seek out ways to experience a sense of belonging that comes 

from a shared awareness and acceptance of a range of beliefs, activities, and social interaction.  

The process to belong to a community, socialization, provides a way for individuals to learn 

about behaviors particular to a group.  In one sense, the social context provides a way for people 

within a group to learn from one another (Carter, 2007; Ferris, Arthur et al, 1998).   

 The cultural context is informed by shared values, beliefs, background, events and 

behaviors.  Cultural context is experienced by the ways groups identify their unique character.  

Rituals and the way groups celebrate certain occasions are examples of the cultural context of a 

group (Carter, 2007).  For example, each year in early spring when the Houston Livestock Show 

and Rodeo (HLSR) occurs, schools throughout the city mark the occasion with rodeo inspired 

dress, cafeteria menus, community celebrations, and participation in HLSR events.  The annual 

event is particular to the greater Houston area, and a school or district located in California, for 

example, may not celebrate the rodeo as part of its community identity.  School districts, 
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functioning within their social context, may be challenged to discontinue particular events as 

circumstances such as demographics change.  A school district that has been historically 

predominantly White but is now experiencing a substantial growth in its Latino population may 

be called upon to consider if certain district events reflect its current demographics.  Such 

considerations reflect acknowledgement of the cultural context of the district (Nelson & Guerra, 

2014; Matsko & Hammerness, 2014; Seaton & Yip, 2009).   

 In a school district, its political context can play a powerful role in how the district 

operates.  The political context is concerned with power and how it is exercised.  Politics are 

often present in the life of a school board.  While the district may have a clearly articulated 

mission that has student achievement as its primary purpose, individual board members may 

have personal agendas and ambitions for other elected positions.  Their focus is not necessarily 

on student achievement, but using the term as school board member as a stepping stone to 

another elected position.  The way in which they engage and make decisions may not necessarily 

be motivated by doing right by students, it may be motivated by a desire to be popular among 

constituents.  The political context reflects how different constituencies may compete for 

decision making power, to influence any number of district functions (Dervarics & O’Brien, 

2016; Fusarelli, 2006; Wright, 2002). 

 As the context of urban districts continues to evolve, there are districts whose population 

may be predominantly comprised of one racial group.  A district that is predominantly African-

American may referred to as a “Black” district in common parlance, and how this contextualizes 

district culture can have important effects on how teaching and learning occur.  Khalifa (2014) 

conducted a study to examine Black student and parent perceptions of exclusionary practices of 

Black school principals.  The study, conducted over a two year period, examined two Black 
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principals as contributing to abusive and exclusionary school environments that marginalized 

Black students.  The study was a curious exercise to investigate Black-on-Back abuse in the 

educational setting,  

particularly in light of the compelling research that demonstrates the culturally relevant 

and effective leadership of Black principals in urban settings…despite principals’ 

ethnicity as Black or Latino, they are still capable of holding negative deficit views of the 

poor students of color that they serve.  Minoritized principals are capable of reproducing 

White supremacist contexts and practices that are directly oppressive toward students of 

color (Khalifa, 2014, p. 260). 

There are elements in the public discourse that promotes Black school principals that are harsh 

and deficit-based.  Such principals are understood to be cleaning up the problems associated with 

students of color and low-income students.  In some cases, there are school districts that actually 

seek out such principals (Khalifi, 2014).  This dilemma is exacerbated within that larger context 

of public school education with its inherent accountability ethos.  The pressure to have students 

meet standards presents a challenge to create systems and take action to ensure students perform 

and behave accordingly.  It is a dichotomy, then, that principals hired to “take care of the 

problems” are counteracting the intentions of accountability; wherein, no child is left behind 

(Ani, 2013).  Districts and schools with students of color such as “Black” districts, which are in 

the process of racial sensemaking, can distance themselves from stereotypes of Black students 

they encounter in the district and school, and can contribute to the reproduction of racism and 

marginalizing school practice on students of color.  There is an abundance of literature that 

demonstrates there exists school leadership that promotes a positive and affirming experience for 

students of color academic success (Ani, 2013; Khalifi, 2014).  The challenge remains for 
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minority districts, such as Black districts, to consciously battle the insidious nature of racism, be 

it institutional or overt.   

 The geographic, social, the cultural, and the political context—each is present in any 

system or group, and a school district is no different.  They make meaning for a district.  They 

are ever-present and operating at all times.  Their unique character and legacy impact, however 

subtle or overt, how a district’s leadership collaborates to meet accountability standards.  A 

district’s context plays a role in effecting its success or failure. 

School District Abolition, Annexation, and Consolidation 

The challenges present for a district and its campuses to essentially remain operational 

are numerous.  District face increasing financial pressure to remain solvent and meets its fiscal 

and programmatic responsibilities.  Accountability measures and standards encumber districts to 

consistently meet particular levels of performance for students and district functions in order to 

receive state acceptable ratings and remain operational.  Districts who may no longer be able to 

provide the requisite educational programs and services, as well as effectively fulfill all related 

functions, may be confronted with uncomfortable options, such as consolidation, annexation, or 

abolition. 

The political pressures of a nation-wide decline in educational funding, coupled with the 

increase in demand for accountability has renewed legislative discussion about the efficacy of 

school consolidation.  “Today, in light of declining enrollments, decrease funding, and demands 

for accountability, a renewed interest has been sparked to pursue consolidation as an option for 

improving efficiency, student achievement and economic stability” (Ansbury and Shaw, 2005).  

The closing or annexation of an entire school district is equivalent to the death penalty for many 

communities and stakeholders. The consequences include loss of the school board 
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representation, termination of all district employees, possible new schools and attendance zones 

for students and parents. Furthermore, many stakeholders lament the loss of identity for the 

community in which a district is located.  Additionally, “researchers have demonstrated inverse 

relationships between size and academic quality, higher absenteeism in larger settings, severed 

connections between school and community, and problematic support for consolidation’s 

efficiency claims “(Adam and Foster, 2002) 

Proponents of consolidation advocate that “the main justification for school district 

consolidation has long been that it is a way to cut costs. These cost savings arise, the argument 

goes, because the provision of education is characterized by economies of size, which exist 

whenever the cost of education per pupil declines as the number of pupils goes up” ( Duncombe 

and Yinger, 2010). In addition to reducing the per pupil cost,  the consolidation of districts has 

also resulted in a more effective curriculum, additional curricular and extracurricular choices for 

students, improved facilities, specialized support staff for students, increase in teacher salaries 

and benefits and more professional development opportunities for staff. 

School district consolidation has always been viable solutions for policy makers who 

look to balance budgets and school reformers who seek to improve the public school system. 

Historical events such as the Great Depression and the launch of Sputnik impacted the use of 

school district consolidation.  Momentous legislation and court cases such as Brown v. The 

Board of Education, and The Elementary and Secondary Education Act (later known as No Child 

Left Behind) intensified calls for the increase of consolidation around the country.   

Long considered one of the most innovative movements in education, district 

consolidation did not originate as an option for educational reformers but as a necessity by policy 

makers and their constituents.  The consolidation and annexation of school districts in America 
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originated in the mid nineteenth century but did not become a popular option until one of 

America’s darkest hours.  It was during the depression that policy makers examined ways to 

continue to fund public schools while facing drastic deficits in funding.  “By the depression years 

of the 1930’s, district consolidation was in full force as a nationwide trend with the number of 

districts reduced from 200,000 to 30,000” (Alsbury & Shaw, 2005, p. 106). The number of 

school districts in the United States have declined drastically over the years, many researchers 

assert the number of school district has declined anywhere from 79% to 90%.  “The highest 

number of public school districts in the United States was, on record, for the school year 1929-

1930, with 117,108.  Today, the number of public school districts in the United States has 

decreased by more than 79% to 13,629 (Cooley & Floyd, 2013, p. 46) 

“Between 1920 and 1991, for example, the number of U.S school districts declined from 

nearly 130,000 to approximately 15,100, a reduction of 114, 900 districts or about 88 percent 

over a 71 year period” (Adams & Foster, 2002, p. 835).  “Over 100,000 school districts have 

been eliminated through consolidation since 1938, a drop of almost 90 percent” (Duncombe & 

Yinger, 2002, p. 1).  “During the early 20th century, the push to consolidate schools and districts 

grew more aggressive and as a result of these efforts, between 1940 and today the number of 

school districts in the United States has shrunk from 117,000 districts to about 14,000 school 

districts” (Boser, 2013, p. 5).  “Perhaps the major event that enabled the systemic transformation 

of American schooling, and they associated consolidation of districts, was the arrival of the 

automobile.  Improved roads and motorized vehicles meant children could be moved over greater 

distances to ever-more-distant central schools (Howley, Johnson, & Petrie, 2011). 

In the 1940’s, the option of consolidating districts again began to arise as the nation 

continued to industrialize and man began to be replaced by machine.  Policy makers and tax 
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payers advocated for a more complex educational system and an increase to vocational 

programs.  Many view consolidation as a way to address both of these concerns.  A major 

influence in the trend toward the creation of larger schools and, hence, school district 

consolidation occurred in the 1950s–1960s when the USSR launched Sputnik, the first satellite 

sent into Earth’s orbit on October 4, 1957.  One of the impacts that Sputnik precipitated was a 

movement to modernize and enlarge America’s schools (Mitchell, 2000).  Sputnik and the Cold 

War increased concerns that small schools, such as rural schools, did not have the wherewithal to 

produce graduates that were academically prepared to meet the human capital needs to keep 

America an international leader (Ravitch, 1983).  School district consolidations were stimulated 

by the concern America was faltering in maintaining its edge in global competition (Foster, 

1975).  By consolidating districts, students would be provided a broader curriculum, improved 

teacher quality due to improved salaries and benefits, more extra-curricular opportunities; all 

possible due to more efficient use of funds, exemplifying the notion of economics of scale 

(Ansbury & Shaw, 2005). 

Economy of scale proponents believe that larger districts provide a more robust 

relationship between per-pupil expenditures and enrollment, resulting in a more comprehensive 

curriculum and more diversified, specialized programs and services.  Support staff such as 

counselors and other specialists were also made possible (Howley, Johnson, & Petrie, 2011; 

Robertson, 2007).   

While the benefits of consolidation appear to be many, they are contrasted by the 

consequences presented by larger schools.  After school consolidation, students attend larger 

schools where they receive less individual attention, endure longer bus rides to and from school, 

and had fewer opportunities to participate in co-curricular and extracurricular activities.  Large 
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districts produce certain diseconomies including impersonal atmosphere, less positive attitude 

toward school, less parental involvement, loss of community identity with small schools, and 

higher dropout rates (Young, 1994).  It is difficult for parents to make their concerns known.  

Because size facilitates top down planning, it is likely to limit local input (Driscoll, Halcousis, & 

Svorny, 2003).  Consolidation, with its benefits and consequences, takes on a new meaning in 

the age of accountability; wherein, schools and districts are challenged to assert their purpose 

and validity under the scrutiny of state and federal standards.  Consolidation is no longer a 

vehicle by which districts may become more effective and efficient in their operational realm; 

consolidation may be the consequence, along with annexation, or abolition when a district fails 

repeatedly to meet performance standards. 

Prior to Texas’ 74th legislative session (1995), there was no law that governed if, when, 

or how a Texas school district would be consolidated, annexed, or abolished due to Texas 

Education Agency school district academic performance standards. The promulgation of Texas 

Education Code, Section 13.054, Academically Unacceptable School Districts, defines 

conditions under which a school district may be consolidated, annexed, or abolished.  This has 

changed how and why districts are annexed, consolidated, or abolished. 

Since 1995, annexation has become a more active vehicle for incorporating the campuses 

and related properties of one district into that of another contiguous district.  The Texas 

Education Code, Section 13.054, empowers the Commissioner of Education to annex, as results 

of a district’s consistent failure to meet performance standards.  Annexation means that the 

holdings of the district in question was joined with and become part of a contiguous district.  

Annexation is not a favored action among the surrendering community.  The annexed district 

surrenders not only its holdings, but its legacy, identity, and context.  The challenges to the 
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annexing, receiving, district are imbued with engaging all stakeholders to embrace one vision.  

While annexation may be a logical and necessary organizational action, the human element is 

compromised.  All the variables that define a district’s context are subject to loss or dissolution 

(Ani, 2013; Earle & Earle, 2008; Firestone, Fitz, & Broadfoot, 1999; Seaton & Yip, 2008).   

In current practice, annexation and abolition occur simultaneously.  Accountability 

standards determine a district’s future; whereby, a district that meets standards will not risk 

abolition or being annexed to another district, and a district is at-risk if it does not meet standards 

for a period of two or more years.  Districts at-risk have sought to be creative in identifying ways 

to improve performance and thus remain operational.  The charter school movement has been 

instrumental in this endeavor.  

A seminal experiment to creatively address its history of underperforming schools 

involved the Orleans Parish Public Schools.  Louisiana legislation Act 9 passed in 2003 created 

the Recovery School District (RSD).  The RSD is a special school district administered by the 

Louisiana Department of Education, “designed to take underperforming schools and make them 

effective in educating children from largely disadvantaged communities in New Orleans” 

(Amedee & Roberetson, 2015, p. 50).  By 2004, five schools were given to charter school 

operators; then Hurricane Katrina hit the New Orleans area.  There were 100 of 128 school 

devastated due Katrina, and 107 of the lowest performing of these transferred to the RSD.  Only 

27 school remained under the Orleans Public School Board.  The RSD school were assigned to 

charter school operators.  Eventually Orleans Parish School Board followed suit and New 

Orleans became the first all charter district.   

The prevailing belief discovered through research suggests that charter schools 

outperform traditional public schools.  Among communities of color, such as African-American 
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and Latino communities, there is a belief that charter schools will provide a safer environment 

for their children, and they will receive a quality education (Almond, 2012; Amedee & 

Robertson, 2015).  The idea that charter schools are doing something different, with better 

results, has received national attention.  The curiosity and interest has led to collaboration 

between traditional school districts and charter schools, entering into what is called a district 

charter “compact” (Whitmire, 2015). 

In a district-charter compact, a charter operator assumes control of a district facility, 

usually a campus building, and conducts its operation.  The students come from the district and 

enroll in the charter school.  The unique character of a charter school, such as longer school days 

and classroom culture, are made available to students.  Charter schools, which often need more 

building space and have been confronted with special education issues, are now able to address 

both of these concerns.  From a more distant perspective, the accountability standards applicable 

to both charter and public school districts are more easily met through collaborations such as a 

compact.  If accountability standards are met, the risk of annexation or abolition for troubled 

district are assuaged.  However, some districts at-risk of abolition have attempted to enter into 

such compacts, but the efforts were not timely enacted to salvage their existence.  Such is the 

case of the North Forest Independent School District. 

 One example of recent district consolidation is the North Forest Independent School 

District, whose consolidation was a wakeup call for many districts with a track record of 

financial and academic concerns. According to Texas Education Agency news items, Premont 

ISD (PISD) was in a similar situation to North Forest ISD but they managed to salvage their 

district and stay in operations.  One lesson learned about the two situations is that PISD took on 

the position of focusing on academics and academics only. The district took the bold step of 
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eliminating all of its athletic programs so that it could focus on academics first. The district used 

the funds saved from athletics to furnish new science labs. The district also cut back on fine arts 

and music programs on campuses, added additional time for teacher professional development 

and realigned its curriculum to the state standards. These drastic measures allowed PISD to 

remain open till this day. The La Marque ISD (LMISD) was in a situation similar to NFISD and 

PISD, and due to its continued underperformance the Commissioner of Education ordered it 

closed and it has been annexed to Texas City Independent School District.  The authority to 

abolish, annex, or consolidate a school district in Texs is given to the Commissioner of 

Education by the Texas Education Code (TEC), Chapter 13, Creation, Consolidation, and 

Abolition of a District.  TEC Section 13,054 states, “The commissioner by order may annex to 

one or more adjoining districts a school district that has been rated as academically unacceptable 

for a period of two years.  It is this authority that was exercised with the abolition of the North 

Forest Independent School District and more recently the LaMarque Consolidated School 

District.   

The North Forest Independent School District 

Located fifteen miles north of downtown Houston, the former North Forest Independent 

School District encompassed 33 square miles along U.S Highway 59.  The district was 

established around 1923 and initially was named the Northeast Houston Independent School 

District. The suburban white area had one sole school in operation. After segregation in the 

1970’s, African American families moved into the area and the North Forest community 

experienced a “white flight “ with many of the white families choosing to move further north on 

Highway 59 to Humble, Kingwood and even Porter, Texas.  By the late 1970’s, the North Forest 

Independent School District was the largest African American led district in the state of Texas. 
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The small district was tucked in between larger, more successful school districts; to the south 

was the Houston Independent School District, to the north Humble Independent School District, 

to the west was Aldine Independent School District and to the east was the Sheldon Independent 

School District. The size and financial struggles of the district always beckoned the call for 

annexation. In the late 1970’s, then Houston Independent School District (HISD) superintendent, 

Billy Reagan, queried the Texas Education Agency (TEA) about the possibilities of HISD 

acquiring the small district. TEA’s response detailed their disapproval because desegregation 

laws prohibited the combining of two minority districts.  

The North Forest Independent School District (NFISD) had been plagued with financial 

and academic dilemmas since the 1980’s. Ericka Mellon, the education reporter for the Houston 

Chronicle wrote "The story has been the same for years in this small, poor, mostly black school 

district in northeast Houston: Financial problems, shoddy recordkeeping and low test scores 

prompt sanctions from the state. Employees get indicted on criminal charges. The school board 

fires the superintendent. The district might improve some but then falls again" (Mellon, 2008). 

In the mid 1980’s, the Texas Education Agency began assigning state monitors to investigate the 

district’s financial decisions and workings of their school board. The concerns stemmed from the 

fact that NFISD ranked in the bottom quartile on many of the state’s academic measures.  “By 

many measures, North Forest is a troubled district. Not only is it last in Harris County in SAT 

scores and passing rates on the TAKS test, but it ranks among the worst in the state” (Feldstein, 

2006). 

The district was established with one campus in 1923; at the time of its annexation, the 

NFISD operated 9 campuses throughout the northeast community. North Forest High School was 

established in the Spring of 2008 as the result of the merging of Forest Brook High School and 
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Smiley High School.  B.C Elmore and Forest Brook Middle school served the 6th thru 8th grade 

students in the community while six elementary campuses (Shadydale, Hilliard, Lakewood, 

Fonwood, and Tidwell) served students in grades K thru 5th.  Thurgood Marshall Elementary 

served as the sole Early Childhood Center in NFISD.  

The consolidation of the North Forest Independent School District (NFISD) by the 

Houston Independent School District (HISD) was not a decision that was made overnight, the 

district had been entangled in financial and academic controversy for years before it was 

officially annexed by HISD on July 1, 2013.  The dismantling of the NFISD officially began in 

March of 2007 when “against the protest of NFISD residents and board members, officials at 

TEA began placing TEA appointees at NFISD to govern all aspects of the district’s operations – 

both financial and academic” (ABC13, 2013).  The legal process for the closing of the NFISD 

officially started in the Fall of 2011 when TEA commissioner Robert Scott announced the 

decision to revoke the district of its accreditation and order its annexation by July 2012.  During 

this time, the Premont Independent School District (PISD) was in a similar situation as NFISD. 

On February 2012, the state gave PISD an additional year to turn the academic concerns around. 

Once the decision was made to keep PISD open, NFISD petitioned the state for the same 

treatment and was granted a stay of execution.  The state did include 10 criteria for NFISD to 

meet in order to continue to stay in operations after the one year of clemency. The conditions 

included both financial and academic goals for the district.  One year later, on February 2013, 

new commissioner of Education, Michael Williams, announced that it was proceeding with the 

recommendation to close NFISD and have HISD annex the students and schools in the 

community. The commissioner noted that NFISD had failed to meet 2 of the criterion that had 

been agreed upon a year earlier. The court case that made the annexation official was the Texas 
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Supreme Court decision on June 28, 2013 that declined to stop the merger and put an end to the 

legal appeals that NFISD had.  A statement issued by the commissioner of education included, 

“The decision to close a school district is a tough decision for all involved but we can no longer 

be tolerant of chronic underperformance” (William, 2007).  With this statement on February 7, 

2013, Texas Education Agency (TEA) commissioner Michael L. Williams ordered the North 

Forest Independent School District (NFISD) abolished and its resources and holdings annexed 

into the Houston Independent School District (HISD).  The North Forest Independent School 

District became only the second school district in the state of Texas to have its accreditation 

revoked and ordered closed by the state of Texas.  The consolidation of this poor African 

American school district in northeast Houston exemplifies why consolidation continues to be 

considered one of the most innovative ways to deal with financially unstable and 

underperforming school districts.  Today, “in light of declining enrollment, decreased funding, 

and demands for accountability, a renewed interest has been sparked to pursue consolidation as 

an option for improving efficiency, students achievement and economic stability” (Ansbury and 

Shaw, 2005).  

Conceptual Framework 

 The Arena Model is a conceptual framework developed by Tim L. Mazzoni.  The arena is 

the space where people, interests, and ideals contend for a preferential place on the agenda and 

policy decision making.  It is not meant to be literal but allegorical, referring to the landscape 

surrounding power, which includes how stakeholders in an issue or organization vie for a spot to 

influence policy decision making.  According to Mizzoni (1991), 

Arenas do more than locate decisive sites for decision making action.  They legitimate a 

set of participants, establish the institutional and social context—including the governing 
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“rules of the game”—mediate the potency of resources and strategies, and encourage 

some means of reaching agreements (p. 116). 

An important note about arenas is that they are not neutral, there is bias in how access and power 

is distributed to stakeholders.  “Moving an issue to a new arena can change the key actors, 

relevant resources, incentives for action, influence relationships, and governing rules” (Mizzoni, 

p. 116).  There was winners and losers in a policy struggle, which is often the source of intense 

conflict. 

 The conceptual mode includes two major types of arenas: the subsystem and the macro 

arenas.  In subsystem politics, “interest, specialization, and access coalesce in the legislative 

system to enable a small and stable group of committee-based lawmakers, agency bureaucrats, 

and established group representatives to dominate the institutional agenda” (p. 118).  The 

predominant bias of the subsystem is the establishment, those individuals or groups who are 

familiar to the process and individuals who are recognized around the issue.  Thus, the “unstated, 

self-serving, self-protective defensive considerations shape public policy” (p. 118).   

 In the macro arena, policymaking is much more “visible, accessible, ideological, and 

contentious” (p. 118) than in subsystem politics.  In the macro arena, efforts are championed by 

elected officials such as committee chairs, who seek to promote and publicize particular 

positions.  These leaders engage grassroot groups and advocates per issue to join them and create 

coalitions that get the public’s attention.  The media us utilized to encourage urgent messaging 

and create a sense of drama.  “The frontstage appeal replaces the backstage deal; the evocative 

politics of the theater replaces the pragmatic politics of the meeting room (p. 118).   
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Whether such strategies prevail hinges primarily on the relative power and leadership of 

the competing coalitions and on the responsiveness of institutional arrangements to the 

mass-based demands that these coalitions can generate (p. 118). 

Even though the dynamics of the macro arena may appear impossible to sustain, they can have a 

significant impact the processes and outcomes of policymaking.  

 Shifting an issue to a new arena takes place when sources external to the policymaking 

system make themselves known and heard.  These sources may be an organized group or a 

public interest group.  Other sources commonly referred to as issue networks and social 

networks.  Whatever the sources may be, the drama creates a sense of crisis, which leads to a 

shift in arena.  Once the arena shifts, the rank-and-file citizens become receptive to new ideas 

and politics.  Shifting arenas may also take place due to increased targeted revenues attached to 

an issue.  Potential beneficiary stakeholders because of the increased revenue shift to the arena 

and enjoy the rewards of favorable policy action. 

It is fitting to utilize the Arenas model when examining the causes and conditions that led 

to the abolition of a school district, and its annexation to the next contiguous school district.  

This conceptual model provides the lens through which the interplay of the social, cultural, and 

political context of the district can be understood.  The Arenas model will serve to highlight the 

districts efforts to remain operational while in conflict with the Texas Education Agency and the 

Texas Education Code.    

Summary 

This chapter explored educational leadership through extant literature to discover what 

scholars and practitioners have written about school district leadership.  The literature review 

surveys the landscape pertinent to school district leadership with a particular focus on factors that 
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may have contributed to the dissolution or annexation of a school district.  This chapter was 

divided into six sections: (a) educational leadership; (b) school district governance; (c) school 

district context; (d) history of school district annexation and consolidation; (e) the NFISD story; 

and (f) conceptual framework. 



 

 

Chapter Three  

Methodology 

This chapter describes the methodology that addresses the research questions presented in 

the study.  Following this introduction, there iss a review of the purpose of the study, research 

questions, the setting of the research, the participant selection, data collection and analysis 

methods, as well as reflexivity and positionality, trustworthiness, potential limitations of this 

study, and concludes with a chapter summary.    

Purpose of the Study 

 The purpose of the study was to investigate, examine, and gain an understanding of the 

causes and conditions, particularly as they relate to the district’s social, cultural, and political 

context that led to the abolition of the North Forest Independent School District (NFISD).  The 

purpose of the study also included developing a rubric for use by a district which might be in a 

similar situation as the North Forest Independent School District (NFISD) at the time of its 

dissolution. 

Research Questions 

This case study was guided by the following research questions:  

 

a) What were the causes and conditions that precipitated the annexation of the 

North Forest Independent School District by the Houston Independent School 

District?  

b) What actions did leaders, at all levels, take to prevent the annexation?   

c) What can other districts and school leaders learn from the annexation of the 

North Forest Independent School District? 
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Research Design 

 The study followed a qualitative research design, utilizing a single case study 

methodology (Yin, 2013), and conducting interviews as the primary method of data collection.  

The study sought to gather rich in-depth perspectives and information from participants who may 

be considered intimately familiar with the school district, which is the single case, subject, of the 

study.  Data was primarily collected through interviews with each of the participants; however, 

relevant documents and artifacts were considered for data analysis. 

Setting 

 The study focused on one Texas school district regarding its trajectory towards and 

including being abolished by the Texas Education Agency, and its assets subsequently being 

annexed into the Houston Independent School District.   The setting of the study is the now 

defunct North Forest Independent School District (NFISD).   

Participants 

 The study included five participants.  The participants, a purposeful sample, were chosen 

because they were constituents of the NFISD during the time closest to the district’s closure.  

The participants included former board members, former campus administrators, the TEA 

appointed conservator, and an HISD board member who was involved with preparing for the 

annexation of NFISD. 

Data Collection 

 New forms of qualitative data continually emerge in the literature, but all forms can be 

grouped into four basic types of information: observations (ranging from nonparticipant to 

participant), interviews (ranging from close ended to open ended), documents (ranging from 

private to public), and audiovisual materials (including materials such as photographs, compact 
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disks, and videotapes) (Creswell, 2007).  Of those listed, this study will use three forms of data 

collection:  interviews, documents, and artifacts.  Each of these data collection activities is 

explained in what follows.  

 Interviews.  Each participant was interviewed once for a period of 60-90 minutes.  They 

were asked to reflect on and respond to a series of questions, which I posed.  The prime objective 

is to obtain accurate data on a limited range or specific issues and within a social context where 

people consider their own views (Patton, 1990).  The interviews will occur at mutually agreed 

upon time and place.  Each interview was voice recorded; subsequently, a transcript of those 

pertinent participant comments was created from the recording.  The transcripts included 

verbatim participant comments, which after repeatedly listening to recordings, I determined 

which best reflected the emergent theme at-hand.  As needed, follow-up phone calls and emails 

were made to participants to seek further clarification and/or elaboration on responses. 

 Documents and Artifacts.  Participants were asked to bring along to the interview 

samples or copies of any documents or artifacts related to the NFISD, which they believe may 

provide some background or perspective to our discussion.  The documents and artifacts were 

intended to include such things as newsletters, memorandum, newspaper articles, yearbooks, or 

other items of the participants’ choosing.  The documents and artifacts were to be collected 

during the interview, which may prompt unscripted questions and discussion; subsequently, I 

would review and analyze the items to determine their pertinence to the study.  These documents 

and artifacts would assist to increase research validity (discussed in detail in another section of 

this chapter).  

Data Analysis 

 The data from this study was analyzed using an analytic strategy adapted from techniques 
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offered by Bodgan and Bilken (1982).  The literature offers insight to help create codes to begin 

analysis and allow for data to drive the generation of additional analysis structures.  I have heard 

from several colleagues who have successfully completed doctoral studies and final defense of 

their dissertation that one of the best things they did was listen to the recorded interviews 2-4 

times; each occasion illuminated or clarified an idea.  I plan for repeated listening of the recorded 

interviews to be pivotal to my data analysis.  Subsequently, I used a manual coding technique 

that requires sections of interview transcripts and artifacts to be sorted into code categories.  

Throughout this process I made notes of reflections, which helped with the coding process.  The 

data was then be sorted to identify similarities, differences, and themes that emerged (Bodgan & 

Bilken, 1982).   I discussed my codes and related ideas with committee members, or a trusted 

peer with expertise in research, in order to ensure I did not resign to my biases and remained 

objective.  These findings and discussions were the basis for the development of the emergent 

codes.   

 The emergent codes were examined against the backdrop of the theoretical framework, the 

literature, and aforementioned input (Bodgan & Bilken, 1982; Miles & Huberman, 1994).  My 

data analysis of this study was based on the principles of qualitative research and applied the 

following procedures as presented by Mertens (2005): 

1. Analysis occurs throughout the data collection.  

2. The analysis is systematic and thorough but flexible. 

3. Analysis provides accountability because it creates reflective process notes. 

4. The process begins with the body of data and then moves to create small units of 

meaning. 

5. The data process is inductive.  
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6. The analytic process builds and refines categories, relationships, and patterns. 

7. The analytic codes are flexible and may be modified.  

8. The data analysis relies on participant corroboration. 

9. The results of the analysis are descriptive of ideas based on a synthesis of data 

 Interpretation. (Mertens, 2005) 

 Validity, Reliability and Triangulation.  "Ensuring validity and reliability in qualitative 

research involves conducting the investigation in an ethical manner" (Merriam, 1998, p. 198).  

As a qualitative researcher, it was imperative for me to maintain objectivity throughout the 

process, which included how I structured and conducted the interviews.  It was also necessary for 

me to remain objective in reporting the data to the greatest extent possible.  Validity refers to the 

degree to which the findings match reality—did I actually measure what I intended to measure, 

and reliability refers to the level of consistency between results and the data collected (Merriam, 

1998).  It was imperative for me to conduct my research in such a way that the process could be 

replicated by someone else and they would reach the same results.  In the midst of the process, 

triangulation of the data was a strategy used to support validity and reliability in qualitative 

research. Triangulation refers to the use of multiple data sources—such as artifacts, documents, 

interview recordings, and my notes--multiple methods of acquiring data that enhance and support 

the confirmation of the findings (Merriam, 1998).   

When triangulation made its way into qualitative research it carried its old meaning—

verification of facts—but picked up another.  It came to mean that many sources of data 

were better in a study than in a single source because multiple sources lead to a fuller 

understanding of the phenomena you were studying.  (Bodgan & Biklen, 2003, p. 116)   

Triangulation in this study included comparing notes taken during the interviews, listening to the 
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interview recording, and review of transcript.  These processes were practiced by at least one 

other peer, e.g., committee members and educational researcher peers.  "In qualitative research, 

interviewing is often the major source of the qualitative data needed for understanding the 

phenomenon under study" (Merriam, 1998, p. 91). Integral to the data collection and analysis 

process is working to implement a design that meets the demands of validity.  Efforts to ensure 

the validity of this study included prolonged engagement, peer debriefing, progressive 

subjectivity, member checks, triangulation of data (Mertens, 2005), and maintenance of a chain 

of evidence (Yin, 2003).  A summary of how the research design meets the standards of 

credibility follows.  

 Prolonged engagement.  This standard required that I remain with each participant until I 

was confident that the data offered new, but not repeated information (Mertens, 2005). This 

study accomplished this task by scheduling a 60-90 minute interview with each participant and 

other data collection activities, as well as follow-up phone calls and emails to participants. 

 Peer debriefing.  Peer debriefing, where I consulted with colleagues, challenged me to 

think about how I was interpreting the recordings and my notes; by including others in the 

process of analyzing the data, my own thoughts were either validated or challenged (Mertens, 

2005).  Members of the treatise committee, as well as one outside professional educator peer, 

was considered for peer debriefing.  

 Progressive Subjectivity.  I practiced progressive subjectivity as I noted new ideas that the 

participants would introduce during their respective interviews (Mertens, 2005, p. 255) and to 

facilitate the maintenance of a subjective approach to the study and related data.  I maintained a 

reflective journal, which was used to record developing beliefs throughout the study.  The 

journal was a place where I would make notes of ideas and thoughts that came to me while 
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processing data collected.  Contents of this journal was used during peer debriefing to help the 

researcher maintain an “open mind.” 

 Member checks. The study design includes member checks during the interviews by way 

of asking for clarification and inserting probing questions, as well as follow-up phone calls and 

emails to participants to seek further clarification or elaboration on responses (Mertens, 2005). 

 Transferability.  “In qualitative research, the burden of transferability is on the reader to 

determine the degree of similarity between the study site and the receiving context” (Mertens, 

2005, p. 256). This quote defines transferability and suggests ways that research design meets the 

rigor of transferability.  Since the burden to determine transferability rests with readers, it is 

required that the researcher provide a “thick description” (Mertens, 2005, p. 256) of the “time, 

place, context, and culture” (Mertens, p. 256) of the site to enable readers to make fully informed 

judgments.  This study offered a “thick description” of the samples and their sites. 

 Dependability.  Just as a sound study design accounts for the burden of validity, it is 

incumbent on the researcher to use techniques that increase dependability.  In qualitative 

research, dependability is achieved by tracking and making available the record of change during 

the study (Mertens, 2005).  I followed a step-by-step process while conducting the interviews, 

and how I listened to and analyzed each recording.  I noted how I changed the ideas I was 

annotating as I listened to each new interview (Mertens, p. 257).  As I listened and re-listened to 

the interview recordings I identified new ideas, etc., which encouraged revision to my notes and 

help me clarify the emerging themes. 

 Confirmability.  Qualitative researchers define confirmability to mean “the data and their 

interpretation are not figments of the researcher’s imagination” (Mertens, 2005, p. 257).  The 

overall design of the study, reflective journal, and preservation of documents (i.e. interview 
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recordings, field documents, transcripts, cut up and coded data, etc.) provided a chain of 

evidence.  My notes and the process I followed have been bundled so that anyone who has not 

seen the data could replicate my study and essentially arrive at the same conclusions; this ability 

to replicate increased my study’s confirmability. 

Limitations and Delimitations of the Study 

 The Participants.  Delimitations of this study include those typical of qualitative research 

and interviews. The study includes one school district as the setting.  Six participants was 

interviewed, each chosen because of their relationship with NFISD closest to the time of its 

abolition and annexation into HISD.  Limitations include the presumption that participants was 

forthright in their responses, and any findings may not be generalized to other school districts.  

The findings can, however, provide a basis for other research related to the causes and conditions 

that precipitated a district’s abolition.  Additionally, the number of participants was limited and a 

single interview was conducted with each.  

 The Researcher.  This qualitative study may also be limited by researcher bias, because I 

have a greater than average curiosity in the saga surrounding the abolition and subsequent 

annexation of the NFISD.  Although concerted efforts were made to limit my bias, it might cause 

some influence on data collection and interpretation.  I will attempt to maintain receptivity and 

availability to the input provided by those interviewed and make an effort to report the results of 

the study through the words of those interviewed. 

 A distinction of qualitative methods is that the researcher was the primary data collection 

tool; therefore, it is incumbent upon the researcher to detail “values, assumptions, beliefs, or 

biases” (Mertens, 2005, p. 247) and monitor how those beliefs advance throughout the study.  
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Timeline 

The study was conducted according to the following timeline: 

•  September 2017:  Doctoral Treatise Research Proposal Defense, university IRB 

process completed.  

• October 2017: Interviews conducted, data analysis commences. 

• November 2017:  Initial findings reviewed with committee chair and peer reviewers. 

• November 2017:  DRAFT of Treatise distributed to doctoral treatise committee for 

review and feedback. 

• November 2017:  Final Oral Defenses of Doctoral Treatise. 

Summary 

 This chapter described the methodology used to study the causes and conditions that 

precipitated the abolition and annexation of NFISD into the HISD. This study was guided by the 

following research questions: 

a) What were the causes and conditions that precipitated the annexation of 

the North Forest Independent School District into the Houston 

Independent School District? 

b) What actions did leaders, at all levels, take to prevent the annexation?  

c) What can other districts and school leaders learn from the annexation of 

the North Forest Independent School District? 

A qualitative, interview research approach was used to provide me with rich, in-depth, 

relevant data.  I will moderate an interview with each of six participants who were constituents 

of the NFISD closest to the time of the district’s abolition and subsequent annexation into the 

HISD.  Additional data was gathered through documents, and a reflective journal.  This chapter 
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also described the methods of data collection, purposeful sampling and criteria for participants, 

and efforts to maximize trustworthiness of the study.  The design of this research is intended to 

gather in-depth information from a purposeful sampling to examine and understand the causes 

and conditions that precipitated the abolition and subsequent annexation of the NFISD into the 

HISD. 



 

 

Chapter Four  

Data Analysis 

The purpose of the study was to investigate, examine, and gain an understanding of the 

causes and conditions, particularly as they relate to the district’s social, cultural, and political 

context that led to the abolition of the North Forest Independent School District (NFISD).  The 

purpose of the study also included developing a rubric for use by a district which might be in a 

similar situation as the NFISD was at the time of its dissolution, thus providing guidance on what 

to avoid or correct.  This chapter presents an analysis of the data collected as it is aligned with 

the purpose of the study.  The chapter is divided into seven sections: a) introduction of the 

participants; b) data analysis according to research question one; c) data analysis according to 

research question two; d) data analysis according to research question three; e) introduction of 

the emergent themes; f) annexation; and g) a summary of the chapter.  The interviews were the 

only data collected.  While I had requested participants to share any artifacts they had regarding 

NFISD, which might reflect memories or stories, they did not offer any during the interviews.  

Three participants referred to records they had in storage, but only one had artifacts (letters and 

memorandum), which she referenced during the interview.  

Introduction of the Participants 

 There were five participants to the study.  Each participant had a connection to the North 

Forest Independent School District, two were former board members whose tenure ended several 

years before the district was abolished, and three were directly connected to the district at the 

time of its abolition.   

 Alan Provost.  Provost served on the board for twelve years, during which he held the 

secretary, vice president, and president position.  He is a self-proclaimed community activist, 
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very involved in the North Forest community.  He was approached by a group of local 

community leaders in 1997 and encouraged to run for the North Forest school board.  He was 

aware of TEA’s presence in and oversight of the district even before he was elected to the board.  

When the TEA board of managers seized control of the district in 2008, he was in his eleventh 

year of service.  When the board was reinstated, Mr. Provost’s term had expired and he did not 

seek re-election.  He continued to attend board meetings until the district was abolished. 

 Dr. Albert L. Lemons.  Dr. Lemons is a veteran educator who has served in the Houston 

Independent School District for more than 50 years.  He resides in the area formerly known as 

North Forest ISD.  Being well-known in his home community, he was approached by friends, 

including then current members of the NFISD board to run for the board.  Dr. Lemons stated that 

at the time there were no educators, other than the superintendent, on the board and this was the 

primary reason he was encouraged to seek election to the board.  During his second year on the 

board the TEA board of managers assumed control of the district and Dr. Lemons’ tenure was 

interrupted.  When the board was reinstated (2010), Dr. Lemons completed his fourth and final 

year on the board.  He did not seek re-election.   

 Dr. Doris Delaney.  Dr. Delaney was the conservator assigned by the Commissioner of 

Education to NFISD during its final year of operation.  She has worked in education for 38 years, 

with a goodly percent of that career spent in the Aldine ISD as an English teacher, counselor, 

principal, and area superintendent before moving on to serve as Education Service Center, 

Region 4, Deputy Executive Director for Educational Services.  In her position at Region 4 she 

supported all PK-12 services, which expanded to grants and site initiatives, working with charter 

schools and ISDs.  Dr. Delaney retired from Region 4 and became a TEA conservator in 2011, a 

position she holds at the will of the Commissioner of Education.  Dr. Delaney holds a Bachelor’s 
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degree in English in Elementary Education, a Master’s degree in Educational Administration, 

and a Doctor of Education degree from Sam Houston State University. 

 Jose Leal.  Mr. Leal currently serves as a member of the Houston Independent School 

District Board of Trustees, where he was selected by the board to complete the unexpired term 

left vacant at the death of its occupant.   Leal has worked in HISD schools since 1981, beginning 

his career in the operations and maintenance departments. Midway through his district tenure, he 

became certified as a bilingual teacher and taught second grade at Pugh Elementary School. 

Later he became certified in other areas, including counseling and school administration. Leal 

worked as a counselor at Hamilton Middle School and assistant principal at Wheatley High 

School. He also served as dean of students at Hamilton and Johnston (now Meyerland) middle 

schools, both of which improved their status from acceptable to exemplary.  Leal retired from 

HISD in 2011 but returned to work as an assistant principal at North Forest High School and as a 

counselor at YES Prep Northbrook Middle School. Currently, he is a special education teacher at 

Houston Can Academy, where he has also worked as a Spanish teacher and assistant principal.  

 Anna Eastman.  Anna Eastman’s involvement as parent leader in public education and 

her passionate advocacy for the arts, public health, and social justice led to her election to the 

HISD Board of Education in 2009 and re-election in 2013.  An HISD parent since 2002, she 

spearheaded and led the William Travis Elementary School Parent Teacher Association (PTA) 

Ad Hoc Transition Committee in 2003, which facilitated the move of students to temporary 

buildings while the school was closed for major renovations. From 2005 to 2007 she served as 

PTA president at Travis.  A product of public schools in Richardson, Texas, Eastman graduated 

from the University of Texas in 1992 with a bachelor of fine arts degree in art history and earned 

a master of social work degree in 1993 from Our Lady of the Lake University. After receiving 
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her degree, Eastman worked as a lead social worker for Communities in Schools in San Antonio.  

In 2002, Eastman and her husband, Brad, cofounded the 11½ Street Foundation, which has 

recognized outstanding veteran teachers with monetary awards. Today, the foundation provides 

college scholarships to at-risk children who have graduated from HISD’s Heights (formerly 

Reagan) and Northside (formerly Jefferson Davis) High Schools.  As a trustee, she has 

consistently been involved in board leadership, and has held each leadership position:  president, 

second vice president, secretary, and assistant secretary. 

Data Analysis According to Research Question One  

What were the causes and conditions that precipitated the annexation of the North 

Forest Independent School District by the Houston Independent School District?  

 The participants were not reticent to express their thoughts on the causes and 

conditions that precipitated the closure of NFISD, and its subsequent annexation by 

HISD.  The comments regarding the causes and conditions represent the greatest number 

offered by the participants; they exceed those made in response to research questions two 

and three.  As I first listened to their comments during the interviews and subsequently 

reviewed the audio recordings, it was interesting to note the difference in perspective that 

they offered, depending on their relationship to the district.  The two former NFISD 

board members shared similar comments.  They were residents of the NFISD community, 

seemed to have a good sense of its history, and were well connected in the community; 

thus, their perspective reflected that relationship with the community.  The two 

participants who are currently HISD board members offered a different perspective, 

which reflected a more objective perspective.  Their experience as board members in 

another district provided them a perspective from which to compare and contrast the 
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work within NFISD.  Finally, the TEA conservator had her own unique perspective, 

which reflected not only her long history at various levels in education, but her training 

and experience as a TEA conservator.  The combination of these different perspectives 

allowed for rich thick descriptions of the NFISD saga.  The participants didn’t necessarily 

prioritize what they believe are the causes and conditions that led to NFISD’s closure; 

however, despite their disparate perspectives the issues they identified clustered around 

four emergent themes: financial (mis)management, board members’ agendas, personnel, 

and nepotism. 

Financial (Mis)management.  Without hesitation, every participant commented on the 

financial issues of the district as a root cause.  Lemons said, “Money.  It’s all about money, and 

that’s wrong.  People doing deals you don’t know nothing about.  It’s not about the kids, it’s 

about the money.  They hadn’t balanced the budget.  There were certain people getting deals 

done,  there were certain people pocketing money.”  Provost stated, “It’s about money.  It’s not 

about education.”  Eastman offered, “In districts we spend lots on money on contracts.  [NFISD 

board] was more concerned with who was doing work rather than if work was getting done.  

More concerned with money than with kiddos.”  Leal commented, “since now trustee, I see how 

board members could be influenced or approached because there is so much money and contracts 

at stake.  Cause of why North Forest ended up in the situation it was in.”  Provost went on to say 

that during the period of the TEA managers, “board managers were doing same thing as previous 

board.  They hired their friends, gave big sums of money.” 

The district had conducted an internal audit, but it had not ordered an external 

audit, which was intended to verify that the district was or was not becoming more 

financially stable.  Delaney offered that NFISD was overdue on taxes, and the fund 
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balance was too low.  These two issues were on a list of items that the Commissioner had 

ordered addressed.  Delaney’s were the only comments that offered specific financial 

issues.  The other participants commented about financial concerns, with the notion of 

money being more important than the students; however, there were no specific incidents 

offered to substantiate their position.  I was curious to hear specifics, since the 

background literature, especially local press, had printed comments about financial 

mismanagement that plagued the district, but again, when given the opportunity, the 

participants, except Delaney, did not offer specifics.   

Corruption.   In the same way that financial mismanagement was mentioned without 

substantiation, so was corruption.  The participants either mentioned corruption directly, or when 

I asked about it, there was acknowledgement that each had heard about corruption taking place, 

but no one offered specifics.  Provost stated, “I never saw it, but I saw how the votes went, and I 

heard them talking in executive session.  They’d get people to do contract work.  They were 

qualified but they were inferior.  I never saw anybody exchange money, but how they would talk 

and award contracts to certain people…North forest was black school district, and had 

dysfunctional board members, doing things they shouldn’t be doing.”  Lemons stated, “I saw the 

ins and outs.  I saw money being misappropriated—if I had turned them in they’d be in jail – I 

said nothing.”  Eastman, when asked what she knew about NFISD stated, “I knew it was a 

chronically struggling district.  Corrupt leadership.  But it wasn’t a concern for us, since all their 

contract obligations were wiped out.  We did not engage with their board at all.  There were 

some disgruntled board members but we never engaged with them.”  Delaney, when asked about 

corruption, stated “I did not see corruption.  I heard some things, but I did not see anything.  By 

time I was assigned, there were outside monitors so there was no mismanagement of funds.  But 
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I never heard of any person particularly.”  As previously mentioned, how the participants 

discussed corruption without substantiation was a curious phenomenon.  I was left feeling, 

especially after interviewing Provost and Lemons, that they all knew it existed, but they weren’t 

any part of it; the finger was pointed elsewhere.   

Nepotism.  The closest a participant came to offering specific behavior that might be 

considered corruption was nepotism.  It seemed to be common knowledge that family and 

friends were given jobs without necessarily possessing the appropriate credentials.  The 

implications of this was how these employees were or were not held accountable for their 

productivity.  There seemed to be a sense that the jobs were meant to ensure the family and 

friends would have job security.  Leal stated, “I heard rumors of corruption and nepotism, but 

since I was not at district level [was asst. principal at North Forest High School] I did not witness 

corruption, but I did experience nepotism—family members getting hired.  We hold people 

accountable no matter of relationship – at North Forest the adults were taking care of each other, 

family members being hired so they would have a job but not held accountable for job 

performance.”  There was consensus among the participants that nepotism was commonplace 

throughout NFISD.  According to statute, there is a technical definition of nepotism that would 

necessarily apply, but in the case of the study, the term was used to denote the hiring of family 

and friends, not necessarily because of their qualifications but because of “who they knew.”  As 

previously mentioned, the issue became how to hold these employees accountable same as any 

other employee. 

Vision and Agendas.  Throughout the interviews I was curious if any participant would 

mention the presence or lack of a vision that provided the focus for the work of the district.  No 

participant directly mentioned the notion of a vision, especially a shared vision.  While they did 
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not mention it directly, it was alluded to by way of their comments regarding board member 

priorities.  Leal stated, “district did not put children first, it was all about the adults.  The people 

who were being brought on had no leadership capacity or experience and that affected 

performance.”  Delaney stated, “I just don’t believe attention was paid to the main things, the 

children.  Its’s just so important that we focus on the children, and things will turn out alright.”  

Provost was quite animated when he shared about the lack of focus on students and members’ 

personal agendas.  He commented, 

I used to go to board meetings and I would see all this stuff.  The things they were voting 

on, I did not see them as pertinent to keeping district going.  I didn’t think it was feasible 

to keeping district going properly other than for themselves.  They were there for 

basically selfish reasons.  They weren’t there for the children.  When I saw all that and 

friends encouraged me to run, that’s when I ran for the board.  I used to ask a lot of 

questions.  I used to do a lot of research.  Lot of those on the board didn’t read, review 

the agenda.  They were there for their own reasons.  There was a complaint filed against 

me with TEA, saying I was trying to micromanage district.  They found no wrongdoing.    

These board members all raised in same neighborhood.  They saw me as an outsider, 

since I was not originally from the area…they saw where their minds were and where 

they were going and that’s what mattered to them. 

Eastman remarked, “if we can’t provide schools that we would send our own kids to, at the end 

of the day, we owe more to the kids then the elected adults.” 

Micromanagement. Not every participant mentioned it, but I found interesting the 

comments that were made regarding micromanagement.  Leal, for example, while working in the 

district did not necessarily recognize the board’s behavior as micromanaging, but now as a board 
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member of another district his hindsight provided clarity to the fact.  He commented, “In 

hindsight, I see how board members should not be involved with day to day, but left to district 

leadership, but in North Forest the board members did get involved a lot.”   

It’s About the Students.  Throughout the interviews, as participants commented on what 

they perceived as causes and conditions for NFISD’s closure, they would put it in perspective by 

noting that the leadership was not focused on the students.  I found this most interesting, since I 

did not directly ask how they prioritized students or student achievement.  I interpreted these 

statements as acknowledgements of the district’s and board’s purpose, and the reality that they 

were not fulfilling this duty.  It seemed that in a sort of unnamed way, the district’s failure was 

measured against how they did or did not prioritize students.  Leal stated, “[the] district did not 

put children first, it was all about the adults.”  Lemons stated on more than one occasion, “It’s 

not about the kids.  It’s all about money. And that’s wrong.”  Delaney offered interesting insight 

when discussing making decisions in best interest of the students.  She recounted community 

members coming up to her and in hushed tones acknowledging the issues in the schools.  She 

commented, 

I think they felt as if they were going to lose their identity if the district closed, but there 

were also public statements versus whispers, the silent voices.  I had people come up to 

me and say ‘I just hope something better happens for our kids.’ 

Provost, when discussing the dysfunction of the board stated, “They were there for basically 

selfish reasons.  They weren’t there for the children.”     

History of Low Performance.  When participants were discussing causes and conditions 

that led up to the closure of NFISD, I was hearing reference to history of low performance and 

being monitored by TEA.  I was not able to identify a specific start date to measure what might 
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be meant by a long history of TEA intervention, but there was this commonly held perception, 

nonetheless.  This perception was confirmed by participants comments.  Eastman, for example, 

who had never lived or worked in the district commented, “I knew it was a chronically struggling 

district… It was years upon years of running the district poorly.”  Delaney stated, “They had a 

history of low performance.  Performance over time, years and years and years.”  Provost, whose 

tenure on school board began in 1997 commented, “I was aware of TEA [monitoring NFISD] 

even before I got on the board.”  Without any substantiated timeline or definition of what might 

be meant by “years and years,” there was a commonly held perception that TEA had been 

monitoring NFISD for a long time.  

Apathy and Lack of Urgency.  One of my surprising discoveries was hearing 

participants comment on a general attitude of lack of urgency to take actions that would prevent 

the NFISD from being closed.  There seemed to be a belief that TEA would not actually follow 

through.  After all, the district had been under TEA scrutiny for a while and they had not been 

closed, despite perceived threats.  District personnel displayed their lack of urgency and apathy 

in noticeable ways.  The administration was complicit, not wanting to accept the fact that the 

district could be taken over or be closed.  According to Leal, the administration would say over 

and over, “everything’s fine, there’s no way they’re going to take over.”  That TEA would not go 

through with their threats of closing down the district.  Delaney had the most to say about this 

issue.  Her perspective as someone coming into the district from the outside gave her a unique 

perspective.  She commented, 

There were days when I felt that if we could just get some systems in place that we could 

save the district, but there were other days when I felt that closure was imminent. 
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None of them believed it would happen.  Even on last day, they were in shock.  This had 

been occurring for several years.  There were telltale signs, for example, when I would 

need to do this, this and this, and people would tell me, I don’t have time.  No sense of 

urgency.  [In 2013 a new Commissioner was appointed] and even with the change they 

always held belief they could turn things around, nothing changed with new 

commissioner.  Even up to the last day, they felt they could win this battle.   

Data Analysis According to Research Question Two  

What actions did leaders, at all levels, take to prevent the annexation? 

 There was not much offered by the participants regarding actions that the district 

was taking to prevent NFISD being closed.  Lemons and Provost were not directly 

involved with decision-making at time nearest closure and had no knowledge of actions 

that might be taking place; thus, they had nothing to offer.  Leal was a campus 

administrator at the time and was being told closure was not going to take place.  

Eastman, in her role as board member of HISD, was fully aware of impending closure 

and was working with TEA to prepare for the annexation.  Delaney, as TEA conservator, 

was the only participant who had direct knowledge of any actions being taken by the 

district to prevent closure and annexation.  Delaney offered, “There were days when I felt 

that if we could just get some systems in place that we could save the district, but there 

were other days when I felt that closure was imminent.”  

Partnerships and Charter Schools.  During the last year of its operation, 

beginning in late fall, the district increased its efforts to form partnerships with a 

university and develop charter school compacts.  There were discussions that these 

partnerships would be ideal to support the district in dealing with their low performance 
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issues.  Delaney recounted that a group from the district was working with Texas A&M 

in an attempt to partner with university as an option, “But not enough time to develop 

MOU and develop a plan.   Already in place was KIPP, a campus, but many board 

members not in favor of this agreement, felt charter was getting special funding and less 

to North Forest High School.”   Eastman, when discussing information she was receiving 

about the impending closure, recalled discussions about charter schools being considered 

and commented, “There was mention of charter management organizations coming, but 

that didn’t happen.”     

Too Little, Too Late.  According to Delaney, it was too little, too late.  “It was much too 

late…I don’t think they had the human capital in place to make the changes necessary.  For 

example, when we talk about curriculum, they didn’t have professionals to address that…Here’s 

another example.  Professional development… Goes back to the belief that it really wasn’t going 

to happen.”     

Data Analysis According to Research Question Three  

What can other districts and school leaders learn from the annexation of the 

North Forest Independent School District? 

 During the participant interviews I was looking forward to hearing different ideas 

of what actions could have been taken to prevent the NFISD closure; however, the 

comments were simple.  I was anticipating a roster of ideas that might become the 

framework for rubrics to offer another district challenged with a similar situation.  The 

participants did not offer specific ideas, plans, or actions.  Their comments reflected a 

simple reality—do what TEA tells you to do. 
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Cooperation with TEA.  Leal commented, “You take TEA seriously.  When they say 

they are going to take over, that should be taken very seriously.  Any sanctions—no denial, do 

what TEA says.”   Lemons stated, “Do what TEA tells you what to do.  Don’t buck them.  

They’re going to show you who’s boss.”   Provost offered a variation regarding working with 

TEA, stating “If they deal with TEA, make sure they keep documentation.  Fight TEA.”  I found 

these comments interesting, since TEA had been telling the district what to do for several years, 

yet it was only in hindsight, after the district was closed that it seemed to be considered an 

imperative.   

Annexation 

 The notion of annexation is at the heart of this study, and I was taken by Eastman’s 

interview since she enjoyed a unique perspective among the participants.  Four of the 

participants had direct connection with NFISD: two former board members, the conservator, and 

the high school assistant principal.  The fifth participant, Eastman, was an HISD board member 

at the time of annexation.  While the first four participants were situated to respond from the 

perspective of one who was witnessing the demise of NFISD, Eastman was situated to witness 

the new life about to be given to schools and students as NFISD was annexed into HISD.  While 

the conservator remained in place to assist with the transition of NFISD assets, Eastman was 

involved with the plans and discussions to execute the transition, including the concerns HISD 

had as they anticipated the annexation.   

A couple of years into my service on the board there were discussions.  Year I 

was president of board (2012), Commissioner sent letter informing us HISD would be 

getting North Forest.  Letter received in fall, decision was official in early spring, and 

July 1 we took over.  We met with the commissioner and TEA counsel.  There was a 
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discussion around what would happen to current North Forest employees and what 

HISD’s responsibility would be for student accountability.  We wanted to know HISD’s 

responsibility for North Forest debt service.  Would HISD be required to keep their 

teaching staff.  HISD wanted to make sure we had clear and free space to run the schools.  

Big concern was finances; acquiring a district that had same financial struggles as big as 

part of our own district.  We would be increasing footprint for more of the same problem.  

What would that mean for HISD?  HISD did not vote to acquire NFISD, TEA 

announced.    During preliminary discussions, there were a lot of promises made by state 

regarding extra funding to assist with transition without follow through.  There was not 

an option for HISD.  As we prepared for annexation, we made a concerted effort to hire 

strong leaders to work in the schools.  We diverted extra money to that area.  HISD took 

it on as its own little satellite, but we also quickly had conversations that we had to stop 

calling it North Forest, and I think we still a little bit refer to it that way, but it’s now 

more like a separate neighborhood than its own district.  I think we still have a lot of 

lessons to learn.   One of the biggest things HISD struggles with is how do we better 

integrate our district so we don’t end up with schools that end up being pockets of these 

struggling kids.  How do you maintain these pretty lofty goals of changing paradigm for 

the kids but also support the people in the buildings doing the work? 

One of the things a lot of people miss about ISDs is just the sheer amount of 

money we have, and how often who gets that money dictates the priorities.  Since I’ve 

been on the board, we’ve had several ways of looking at our ethics and practices.  HISD 

has had several audits to look at the trail of where money goes.  When I first got on the 

board we didn’t have a code of ethics per se and we’ve put that in place.  And so, having 
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a willingness to promote transparency, who makes decisions on who gets awarded 

contracts.  It’s never going to go 100% away, but as long as people know people are 

watching over your shoulder, people behave better.  Having expectations of each other.  

Having a group of people that serve who are willing to have that be a big part.    

Memorable moments: it was interesting to watch negotiations at state level.  We 

were promised funds that we lost when we became a recapture district.  I think that was 

unfair to kids.  And, I remember when media followed us when we took over district, I 

was comfortable with that.    

Outliers  

As I ended each interview I was curious and asked the question, did TEA do the right 

thing?   It was interesting to hear the participants’ responses and their rationale, if they offered 

such.  Leal remains undecided, “Undecided. If TEA had stayed out of the way, there may have 

been hope, but given there was nepotism, etc. it was necessary for TEA to intervene.”  Thought it 

was illegal for citizens to lose representation viz. school board when board of managers put in 

place.   Lemons agreed with TEA’s decision, “I think they made the right decision.  After all, to 

stop the negativeness of what was going on.  In order to stop the negative, something had to be 

done.  The money was just not being spent for the children.”  Delaney commented, “Absolutely.  

Because it’s better.  I’ve heard there were challenges but there’s been progress.”  Provost did not 

agree with TEA decision, “No.  It’s worse; academics and community outreach.  Only positive is 

that they’ve been able to sell some of that property and make money.”  Eastman simply stated, “I 

think they probably did. 
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Introduction of the Emergent Themes 

 I listened to each interview three times.  The notes I took during the interviews were 

expanded and amended as I listened and re-listened to the interview recordings.  The last thing I 

did was transcribe portions of each interview that I had noted while I thrice listened to and made 

notes from the recordings.  This process allowed me to identify and clarify the primary ideas 

discussed by the participants.  These ideas are the basis of the study’s emergent themes.  The 

emergent themes are, 

• Financial (Mis)management 

• Corruption 

• Nepotism 

• Vision and Agendas 

• Micromanagement 

• It’s About the Students 

• History of Low Performance 

• Apathy and Lack of Urgency 

• Partnerships and Charter Schools 

• Too Little, Too Late 

• Cooperation with TEA 

Conspicuous by their Absence 

 Earlier in the chapter, when discussing It’s About the Students, I wrote the participants 

each mentioned how the district did not have students as the priority; it was as if they knew this 

was the district’s primary purpose, and utilized it as a baseline against which they measured their 

success in different areas.  I was curious to hear if the participants might elaborate on this idea 
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and specify student achievement and meeting state standards as concerns, and reasons for the 

district’s demise.  I was curious to hear if the participants might discuss data and decision-

making.  I was curious to hear if the participants recognized the lack of a shared vision and the 

need for same.  Finally, I was curious to hear if the participants would acknowledge a need for 

professional development for the board to best practices of effective boards and districts.  The 

participants did not mention any of these ideas, which were conspicuous by their failure to be 

addressed. 

Turning Out the Lights 

 While some people in NFISD remained hopeful to the end, there were behaviors and 

incidents that hinted of the end times.  In the midst of the events, no participant mentioned that 

the district was strategically addressing the underlying issue.  There were no comments from 

participants regarding how district leadership was dealing with the inevitable.  Two participants 

addressed the situation.  Leal mentioned two examples to illustrate the state of the district, “TEA 

commissioner visited [the high school] campus on two occasions, and supported the district; 

however, spring 2013, TEA visited high school campus and no other administrator was on 

campus, and students were out of control…at end when they [employees] knew it was inevitable, 

morale suffered.  Employees just collected pay check.”  Delaney shared, “Some employees felt 

this was imminent and we started to lose employees.  They were being interviewed on a daily 

basis, and we were losing employees on a daily basis.  There was high absenteeism, teachers 

were burning up their days, or finding other jobs.  Absenteeism was the biggest problem.”     

Summary 

 In this chapter I introduced the participants, followed by a presentation of my data 

analysis as it was aligned to the study’s three research questions.  Because of the data I collected 
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through the interviews, I addressed the notion of annexation from the perspective of one 

participant.  I presented data I collected that was not directly related to a research question, but 

for which I was curious to hear the participants’ responses.  The eleven emergent themes were 

listed, and finally, the chapter concluded by my discussion about topics that I believe were 

conspicuous by their failure to mentioned during the interviews.  The next chapter, Chapter Five, 

will present a discussion, my conclusions, and implications derived from the analysis conducted 

in this chapter, Chapter Four. 



 

 

Chapter Five  

Discussion, Conclusions, and Implications  

Overview of the Study    

February 7, 2013, when the Texas Commissioner of Education at the time, Michael L. 

Williams, ordered the abolition of the North Forest Independent School District (NFISD) it was 

the result of a history of struggle by the district to meet state performance standards.  The Texas 

Education Agency (TEA) had issued sanctions and monitored the district in various ways.  TEA 

had required the completion and filing of progress reports, it had placed monitors in the district, 

replaced the board of trustees with a board of managers, and placed a conservator in the district 

to oversee its daily operations.  Despite the various ways in which TEA sought to bring stability 

to the district, over the course of several years their efforts were unsuccessful, the district was 

ordered closed, and its assets annexed into the Houston Independent School District (HISD).   

 The trajectory, the story of the NFISD that led to its abolition is one where educational, 

social, political, economic, and cultural variables interacted with one another.  The variables 

conspired to create a particular context for the district, and it was in this context that the NFISD 

struggled to exist.  It is not a single factor, a single issue that is to blame for the district’s demise, 

but the interplay of several that created the saga, which situated the NFISD.  The NFISD story, 

its sage that led to its abolition and annexation into the HISD is the essential purpose of the 

study. 

 The purpose of the study was to investigate, examine, and gain an understanding of the 

causes and conditions, particularly as they relate to the district’s social, cultural, and political 

context that led to the abolition of the North Forest Independent School District (NFISD).  The 

purpose of the study also included developing a rubric for use by a district which might be in a 
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similar situation as the North Forest Independent School District (NFISD) at the time of its 

dissolution. 

 With the ever-increasing levels of accountability being imposed on school systems, there 

is a concomitant challenge for districts to remain current with state and federal standards, and 

ensure the system meets or surpasses the various performance metrics.  While the greatest 

performance standards relate to student achievement, there also exist standards that measure a 

district’s financial and organizational effectiveness.  A school district is challenged to provide 

the necessary leadership to provide guidance and direction, and ensure the district is effectively 

meeting all standards.  In situations where a district fails to consistently meet performance 

standards, the consequences may include abolition of the district and the annexation of its assets 

into another district as provided by law.  This situation forms the basis for the research project. 

 It was never the intention of this study to create new theory regarding the abolition of a 

district and its annexation into another district.  At best, it is hoped this study will contribute new 

knowledge; wherein, understanding the causes and conditions that precipitate a district’s demise, 

and what measures might be have been taken to prevent its occurrence.  While there is a history 

of school district abolitions and consolidations due to demographic changes and anticipated 

organizational effectiveness, the literature related to the incidence of closures due to 

underperformance is limited.  The lessons to be learned from a study that examines the closure of 

a district due to underperformance can add to the knowledge base of school systems and their 

place in the national educational experience. 

 The research project was a qualitative case study of one school district in Texas, the 

North Forest Independent School District.  Interviews were conducted with five participants, 

each of whom provided a unique perspective on their experience with the district, especially as it 
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related to the district’s abolition and subsequent annexation into the Houston Independent School 

District.  Each interview was recorded, I listened to the recordings three times, a transcript of 

selected participant remarks was made and reviewed to identify eleven emergent themes, and an 

analysis of the data yielded the results that are presented in this chapter.   The chapter is 

organized into six sections: a) overview of the study; b) summary of results; c) implications for 

practice; d) implications for further research; e) conclusion; and f) summary. 

Summary of Results 

 The data analysis conducted and presented in Chapter Four revealed eleven emergent 

themes.  I have distilled the emergent themes into three major themes:  a) Politics and Motives; 

b) Culture of Dysfunction; and c) Organizational Inefficiency.  The summary of results begins 

with the first major theme, Politics and Motives. 

 Politics and Motives.  As I prepared for the first interview, learning more about the 

causes and conditions for NFISD’s demise, I anticipated hearing stories about poor management 

by district leadership, about incompetence and weak leadership.  I did hear some comments 

directed toward district personnel, but the majority of comments were about the board of 

trustees.  The comments did not suggest the board acting as a body corporate, but individuals 

with power acting in their own best interest.  It became clear during each interview that board 

members were a force in the district’s ongoing saga.  They did not seem to be focused on a 

shared vision and goals, but rather on their individual agendas.  As one participant succinctly 

stated, “they all had their own agendas.”  The notion of serving with self-interests is not a new 

phenomenon; however, other studies have identified how such a focus is transformed once board 

members receive professional development (Mountford, 2004) and orientation to such things as 

the Texas Education Code (Subchapter D, 11.159).  The TEA conservator remarked one of the 
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first things she addressed was providing training for the board regarding how to communicate 

with the public.  This remark confirmed for me that perhaps board professional development had 

not occurred as needed.  I was suspicious of this as participants shared about corruption and 

nepotism, and their failure to mention anything about the district’s vision or goals.  The lack of 

mention regarding board training, vision, or goals was conspicuous, in comparison to how open 

and forthright the participants were to mention personal agendas, corruption, and 

micromanagement.  The failure to mention vision and goals resonates with literature regarding 

symptoms of ineffective boards (Dervarics & O’Brien, 2016; Mountford, 2004). 

There is no doubt that a school board has power, they are vested by law.  The Texas 

Education Code includes a Subchapter devoted entirely to the powers and duties of board of 

trustees (TEC, Chapter 11, Subchapter D).  However, how the board exercises it power is the 

concern.  An effective board utilizes its power to effectuate the highest level of teaching and 

learning for all students (Dervarics & O’Brien, 2016; EWA, 2003).  The challenge is to have a 

board composed of members committed to what is best for the students, not to meet their own 

agendas.  According to Roberts and Sampson (2011), “When a person gets on the board for the 

wrong reasons, education in the district could be stunted and then it is the children’s learning that 

suffers” (p. 710).  

Culture of Dysfunction.  Having participants who were connected with NFISD in such 

disparate ways added a rich perspective to the study.  Whether they were former board members, 

a former district campus administrator who now serves on the board of another district, the TEA 

conservator, or an HISD board member, it was most interesting when their comments essentially 

mimicked one another’s, and in so doing were a form of triangulation to validate certain notions, 

such as their comments about the district’s history of low performance.  Two participants used 
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the term “history of low performance” and others said “it was years and years of running the 

district poorly,” “performance of time, years and years and years,” and “I was aware even before 

I got on the board.”  The commonly held perception was NFISD had a history of low 

performance, and yet there seemed to be no indication that along the way a sense of urgency had 

been instilled.  It was only when the TEA conservator arrived to the district that efforts were 

finally being made to develop or adopt a vertically aligned curriculum for the entire district.  In 

another instance, three participants commented on NFISD’s late attempts to create a partnership 

with Texas A&M University and coordinate an agreement with a charter school operator.  In a 

third instance, such comments as “[the] district did not put children first, it was all about the 

adults” were repeated when discussing the board and their self-interest.  These three instances 

are good examples of the district’s failure to act with a sense of urgency, or in a timely manner.  

District leadership, being unable or unwilling to address this dilemma resonated with the 

literature that suggests ineffective boards and districts do not focus on continuous improvement 

(Dervarics & O’Brien, 2016).  The district’s priorities were not clearly defined, which allowed 

for dysfunction to exist. 

Organizational Effectiveness.  The third major theme regards NFISD’s organizational 

structure and practices.  Only one participant commented on systems within the district, and they 

were mentioned for the lack thereof.  Delaney commented, “if only systems were in place” but 

they weren’t.  NFISD was not a recently created district, it had existed since the early 1920s. 

While this study did not perform a historical analysis of the district’s organizational 

effectiveness, if I calculate from the time participant Provost began his board service until the 

district was abolished, for at least fifteen years the district was under some form of TEA 

oversight.  This time period precedes the promulgation of No Child Left Behind (2004), which 
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ushered in a new age of accountability and brought new challenges to all public school districts.  

Thus, I cannot attribute the district’s struggles to NCLB, alone.   

NCLB and the attendant accountability era may have added to the district’s challenges, 

but the perceived history of corruption, financial mismanagement, lack of an aligned curriculum, 

and lack of vision and goals represent long existing organizational ineffectiveness.  I reviewed 

the district organizational structure, and discovered the district had the same departments and 

offices as other Texas school districts; all the essential functions were addressed.  NFISD’s 

struggles did not exist due to a lack of organizational structure.  The district’s demise seemed to 

aligned more with attitudes and behaviors.  NFISD did not demonstrate the characteristics of 

effective school districts, such as the top three identified by Leithwood (2010) in a study of 900+ 

districts.  In the study, the top three characteristics are: “a) district-wide focus on student 

achievement; b) approaches to curriculum and instruction, and c) use of evidence of planning, 

organization learning, and accountability” (p. 249).  If NFISD possessed a district-wide focus on 

student achievement, a demonstrative common element would have been a district-wide 

vertically aligned curriculum.  The open-ended questions I asked participants evoked responses 

about a lack of focus on the students, the leadership and the organization, but not responses about 

data and meeting accountability standards.  The participants did not comment on strategic 

planning efforts by the board that may have taken place in the district; policy setting and 

monitoring but not active in seeking to manage the district (Murphy and Hallinger, 1988), which 

would demonstrate organizational effectiveness.  A culture to support organizational 

effectiveness did not appear to exist in NFISD. 
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Conceptual Framework  

 Mazzoni’s Arena Model served as the conceptual model for this study.  It refers to the 

theater where people, interests, and ideals contend for a preferred place on the agenda and policy 

decision making.  The model fit nicely as a backdrop to the study; against it the struggle for 

access and power among district personnel and TEA was illuminated.  The model is concerned 

with including the “rules of the game” and how the parties involved are affected and respond to 

the context in which the saga is taking place.  In the study, the district and its personnel at 

various levels, working to coordinate partnerships with Texas A&M University and charter 

school operators, or adopt a district wide curriculum, for example, were being met with the 

resistance of TEA, which was preparing to close the district.  This scenario perfectly 

demonstrates the Arena Model, and how well it fit the context of this study.   

Implications for Practice 

 A portion of the study’s purpose included developing a rubric for use by other districts 

that might be in a similar situation as NFISD.  No specific actions or events were identified to 

address particular situations and create a rubric.  However, it was stated by at least three of the 

participants, timely comply with TEA as directed.  The abolition of NFISD is evidence of the 

consequences for noncompliance.   

 The study highlighted the role of the board in the operation of a district.  Supported by 

Texas Education Code statutes, it is evident that a board of trustees holds substantial power to 

effectuate student-centered, not adult-centered systems.  The challenge is to develop a board that 

is open and willing to self-reflect, and change and adapt, in order to characterize a highly-

effective board.  Essential to being identified as a highly-effective board is the work to develop a 
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well-defined and universally recognized vision and goals, which are embodied throughout the 

district’s operations. 

 The study highlighted the need for districts to establish protocols, practices, beliefs, and 

values that reflect a well-developed organization.  The organizational structures must necessarily 

be aligned with educational best practices, and surrounded by individuals whose human capital is 

student-centered and highly-effective.  The organization must not only meet statutory 

requirements but be imbued with a highly functional culture. 

Implications for Further Research 

  The study discovered issues such as a lack of curriculum amidst one interview.  There is 

a need for further research that would specifically study the structural elements lacking or low 

functioning in districts that under TEA scrutiny.  Such a study could analyze the length of time 

that such elements have been and absent and why had they not been previously addressed.  

Developing an understanding of the notion of the lack of a sense of urgency in an educational 

setting and its reflection on the district’s culture could be valuable as a way for districts to 

consider if such an attitude is affecting continued improvement. 

 A study on the politics, motives, and power among board members could be valuable as a 

way for boards and superintendents to assess their own attitudes and behaviors. Such a study 

could serve as a framework for board trainings that educate board members to things to be aware 

of or avoid in order to become effective boards.  

 The study reinforced the need for ongoing professional development for boards and their 

members.  Further research is needed to identify and define the root causes of practices and 

attitudes by board members that are inconsistent with student-centered boards.  A research 

project that would ascertain why board members behave as they do in situations of self-interest 
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and focused on a personal agenda.  The results of such a study could be used board training 

preparations; not so much as examples of what not to do, but as background information to 

create a syllabus for attributes and behaviors of effective board members. 

Conclusion and Summary 

  This study was designed to examine the causes and conditions that led to the abolition of 

the North Forest Independent School District and its annexation into the Houston Independent 

School District.  Interview by interview I began to realize that structurally it was a district as 

most other Texas public school districts.  At the same time, however, I began to realize that it is 

so much more than the district’s organizational structure, it is about a culture, a value system and 

practices that give focus to the work of the district.  While the physical and organizational 

structures are essential, it is from the attitudes, the intangibles that the superintendent, board, 

administrators, teachers, and all other personnel derive their ethic and way to function.   

 The board is a powerful institution within a district.  In relationship with the 

superintendent, they can create and maintain a district that is student-focused, places high regard 

on ethical practices, is driven to meet or surpass all accountability standards, and is committed to 

continuous improvement.  I discovered through this research project that for NFISD, it wasn’t so 

much what was present in the district, what was happening, it was about what was lacking.  The 

district was lacking a vision and goals that drove their work to be student-centered and not adult-

centered.  It wasn’t about taking care of the adults, but taking care of students, and NFISD lacked 

that focus.  What was lacking was a clear vision of what was an effective board and district, what 

were the characteristics of such a board and district.  There was no indication that the board, the 

district had identified such characteristics.  What was lacking seemed to be a desire to move in 

that direction. 
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 The literature often speaks of the heart of educational reform being found in the 

classroom.  While there is great truth to this, my study adds to the discourse where reform is first 

given an opportunity to take root and thrive is around the board of trustees table.  Several years 

ago, I worked at an NFISD campus, which met all performance standards, even exceeded some; 

however, this successful campus could not save the district from its demise.  The ability to effect 

the necessary change to save the district rested with the superintendent and the board, who could 

effect the necessary systemic changes.  District reform is the responsibility of the superintendent 

and board of trustees.               
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